
Chapter X

AGENCY

[In the commentary on this chapter "Story on Agency" is referred to as S.A.]

Appointment and Authority of Agents

182. An "agent" is a person employed to do any act for another ot
"Agent" and to represent another in dealings with third persons. The

"principal " def- person for whom such act is done, or who is so repre-
sented, is called tie . "principal".

Principal and Agent.—Although the heading of the chapter mentions 'Agency' this
chapter embodies the law relating to principal and agent. This chapter deals with the
rights and liabilities and duties of principal and agent inter se as well as those of third
parties.

Nature of agency in general.—The law stated in the introductory group of sections
(182-189) under this heading is too elementary to need much exposition. The essential
point about an agent's position is his power of making the principal answerable to third
persons. A person does not become an agent on behalf of another merely because he
gives him advice in matters of business.' The test of agency is whether the person is
purporting to enter into the transaction on behalf of the principal or noL In order to
constitute an agency it is not necessary to have formal agreement.3

Agency sometimes has to be distinguished from facts more or less resembling it.4
The legal relation between a merchant An one country and a commission agent in

another is that of principal and agent, and not seller and buyer. A merchant, therefore,
in this country who orders Out goods through a firm of commission agents in Europe
cannot hold the firm iiabk as if U icy ,cie .cdurs for failure to deliver the goods.6

An agent may have, and often has, in fact, a large discretion, but he is bound in law
to follow the principal's instructions, provided they do not involve anything unlawful. To
this extent an agent may be considered as a superior kind of servant; and a servant who
is entrusted with any dealing with third persons on his master's behalf is to that extent
an agent. But a servant may be wholly without authority to do anything as an agent, and
agency, in the case of partners, even an extensive agency, may exist without any contract

I Mohesh Chandra Dasu v. Radha Kishore
Bhauacherjee (1908) 12 C.W.N. 28, 32.

2 State of Bihar v. DWthulalDas A.I.R. 1962
Patna 140.

3 Babulal Shah v. S. S. (Fixed Delivery) Mer-
chants, Asson. AIR. 1960 Born, 548;
L.ukshmi Ginning & Oil Mills v. Anra Ban-
aspali Co. Lid. AIR. 1962 Punj. 56.

4L.axminarayan Ram Gopal v. Hyderabad
State (1954) A.S.C. 364: (1955) 1 S.C.R.
393.

3 Ireland v. Livingstone (1872) L.R. 5 H.L.
395,

6 AjaJzrdaJly V. Schiller (1889) 13 Born.
470.
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of hiring and service.
Co-agents.--Two or more persons may be employed to act as agents jointly or sev-

erally, or jointly and severally. In the absence of circumstances indicating an intention to
the contrary, an authonty given to two or more persons is presumed to be given to them
jointly and not severally, and in such case it is i&ecessary that they should all concur in
the execution of the authority in order to bind the principaL s Where authority is given
to co-agents severally or jointly and severally, any one or more of them may exercise it
so as to bind the principal without the concurrence of the other or others.'

Co-principals.----.When an agent is appointed by more than one principal, he is
liable to them jointly. He is not bound to account separately to any one of them and if
he does so, he is not thereby absolved from his liability to others.'°

Law of Principal and Agent

Definitions:

Agent is a person employed to do any act for another, or to represent another, in deal-
ings with third persons. (s. 182)

Principal is the person who employs another person to do an act for him, or to rep-
resent him, in dealings with third persons. (s. 182)

Consideration: Nil.
Creation of agency: (1) by agreement. This may be (a) express, i.e., by words or by

writing; or (b) implied, i.e. by conduct; (2) By estoppel; (3) By operation of law; (4) By
necessary circumstanccs. (ss. 186-7)

Ratification of: ss. 196-200.
Revocation of: ss. 201-204.
Description of:
Adaua, attorney, auctioneer, broker, commission agent, counsel, del credere, factor,

kacha adatia, muccadam, paka adatia, pleader, shipc.handler, shipmaster, warehouse-
man. (s. 188)

183. Any person who is of the age of majority according to the law
Who may cm- to which he is subject, and who is of sound mind, may

Ploy agent-	 employ an agent.

184. As between the principal and third persons any person may
Who may be an become an agent, but no person who is not of the age of

agent.	
majority and of sound mind can become an agent, so as

to be responsible to his principal according to the provisions in that behalf
herein contained.

Qualifications of Principal and Agent.—The expression "any person may become
an agent" has been construed to include a minor but having regard to the second part of
this section, a minors agency would be such that he would not be responsible to his prin-

7 Govind Pragcd v. Board of Revenue ('65)
AS.C. 66.'
Brown v. Andrew (1849) 18 L,J.Q.B. 153:
In re Liverpool Household Stores (1890)
59 U. Ch. 616,

9 Guthrie v. Armstrong. (1820)5 B. and AId.
628.

10 Raghbar Dayal v. Firm Piare La! ('33)
A.L. 93, 145 IC. 178.
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THIRD PERSONS

Rights	 I	 Liabilities

(i) Enforceability of contract by (s.
226)

(ii) To enforce contract against agent/-
principal (s. 231)

(iii) Entitled to equities against undis-
closed principal (s. 232)

(iv) To hold agent liable (ss. 233/234)
(v) To hold principal liable (ss. 233,

234, 237)
(vi) To claim compensation from agent

(s. 235)
(vii) Not to be prejudiced by ratification

of unauthorised acts (s. 200)
(viii) To give notice to agent (s. 229)

(i) Enforceability of contract against
(s. 226)

cipal. Accordingly it has been held that all persons including infants and other persons
either (1) with limited capacity to contract or (ii) with no capacity to contract on their own
behalf are competent to act as agents so as not to be responsible to their principals but
so as to bind their principals." On this principle it has been held that notice to a father
is duly served on his minor son as iis agent.'2

Consideration	 185. No consideration is necessary to create an
not necessary.	 agency.

Consideration not necessary.—By the Common Law no consideration is required
to give a man the authority of an agent, nor to make him liable to the principal for neg-
ligence in that which he has already set about, for such liability, though it may be defined
by the terms of a contract, is in its nature independent of contract; but a merely gratuitous
employment or authority does not bind the agent to do anything.

Agerns author-	 186. The authority of art agent may be expressed or
ity may be exp- implied.reased or implied.

187. An authority is said to be express when it is given by words
Definitions of ex- spoken or written. An authority is said to be implied

press and implied when it is to be inferred from the circumstances of theauthority.
case; and things spoken or written, or the ordinary

course of dealing, may be accounted circumstances of the case.

Illustration

A owns a shop in Serampore, living himself in Calcutta, and visiting the shop occa-
sionally. The shop is managed by B, and he is in the habit of ordering goods from C in

11 Foreman v. Great Western Ry. Co. (1878) 	 12 In re De Souza (1932) 54 All. 548 (552),
38 L.t. 851.	 138 I.C. 70, ('32) A.A. 374.

kh-
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the name of A for the purposes of the shop, and of paying for them out of A's funds with
A's knowledge. B has an implied authority from A to order goods from C in the name
of A for the purposes of the shop.

Agency, how constituted.—Relationship of principal and agent may be constituted
by (a) express appointment; (b) by implication of law from the conduct or situation of
parties or from the necessity of the case; or (c) by subsequent ratification by the principal.
The actual relationship of the parties must be determined from all the circumstances and
not merely from the use of the word 'agent' or 'agency agreement'.' 3 The relationship
of principal and agent can only be established by the consent of both of them. They will
be held to have consented if they have agreed to what amoun's in law to such relationship
even if they do not recognise it themselves and even if they have professed to disclaim
it. 14 But the consent must have been given by each of them, either expressly or by impli-
cation.

Authority implied.—' 'The ordinary course of affairs" must be regarded in order to
ascertain the extent of an authority not defined except by the general nature of the bus-
iness to be done. "A person who employs a broker must be supposed to give him author-
ity to act as other brokers do." If the drawing and accepting of bills drawn or
accepted by the agent is incidcntal to the business entrusted to the agent, that would come
within the words "the ordinary course of dealing.' 16 Implied authority will include
authority to act according to the usages and customs of the particular business, place or
market in which he is engaged, such usages and customs must be well known and rea-
sonable.

The acts of a manager of a hotel of purchasing articles on credit for running the bus-
iness of a hotel would be within the authority "usually confided to such agent" and
would fall within the words "inferred from thr circumstances" and "the ordinary course
of dealing." Where a principal carries on a general moneylending business the authority
of the agent to borrow implies an authority to pledge the principal's credit for the purpose
of obtaining or securing advances from others for the benefit of he principal's cus-
tomers.'7

Authority not implied.—A power of attorney authorising the holder "to dispose
of" certain property in any way he thinks fit does not imply an authority to mortgage the
property."' Nor does a power of attorney to an agent to carry on the ordinary business
of a mercantile firm imply an authority to draw or indorse bills and notes.' Authority
on dissolution of partnership to settle the partnership affairs does not authorise the draw-
ing, accepting, or indorsing of bills of exchange in the name of the firm. 20 An authority

11 Firm Purshouajn4as V. Gulab Khan (1963)
A.P. 407; SupdJZ of Stamps, Bombay v,
Breul & Co A.I.R. 1944 Born. 325; Loon
Karan v. Johar & Co. (1967) A.A. 308 on
app. A.I.R. 1969 S.C. 73.

14 Ex pane Delhasse (1878)7 Ch. D. 511,526.
15 Sutton v, Tatham (1839) 10 Ad. & E. 27.
16 Bunarasee Das v, Gholam Ikosein, 13

Moore I.A. 358.
Bank of Bengal v. Rama.nathan (1916) 43
l.A. 48 (54): 43 Cal. 527 (540).

'Malukchand v. Sham Mohan (1890) 14

Born. 590 and Bank of Bengal v. Fagan
(1849) 5 M.I.A. 27, 41.

19 Pestonji v. Gool Mahomed (1874) 7
M.H.C. 369.

° Abel v. Sutton (1800) 3 Esp. 108. For
further illustrations see Ramanathan v.
Kwnarappa ('40) A.M. 650; Ezekiel v.
Carew & Co. (1938)2 Cal. 190. ('38) A.C.
423; Goverdha.ndas v. Friedmans Dia-
mond Trading Co. Ltd. ('39) A.M. 543,
Paboodan v. Miller (1938) 2 M.L.J. 688,
('38) A.M. 966; Jaunpur Municipal Board
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to sell ready goods does not include a power to enter into a contract for the sale of future

goods. 21

Husband and wife.—This is a special and important case of implied authority.
"The liability of a husband for a wife's debt depends on the principles of agency, and
the husband can only be liable when it is shown that he has expressly or impliedly sanc-
tioned what the wife has done." 22 "A person dealing with a wife and seeking to charge
her husband must shew either that the wife is living with her husband and managing the
household affairs—in which case an implied agency to buy necessaries is presumed—
or he must show the existence of such a state of things as would warrant her in living

apart from her husband and claiming support or maintenance, when, of course, the law
could give her an implied authority to bind him for necessaries supplied to her during

such separation in the event of his not providing her with maintenance.' " 4 Where a

European husband and wife, therefore, lived together, it was held that the husband was
not liable for moneys borrowed by the wife to pay her previous debts, and not for the pur-
pose of any household or necessary expenses. Similarly, a European husband is not
liable for the price of goods supplied to his wife, where the husband was remitting to her
sums amply sufficient for her maintenance and had expressly forbidden his wife to
pledge his credit, and, further, the wife kept a boarding school and was in receipt of pay-
ments made by the parents of children boarding with her. Much the same principles
apply to Hindus. A Hindu wife living separate from her husband because of his marriage
with a second wife has no implied authority to borrow money for her support, as the
second marriage does not justify separation!" There can be no presumption of agency
where moneys are borrowed by a woman in her own right as heir to her husband under
the belief that the husband is dead. In such a case the lender must be taken to have dealt
with the woman in her own right, "and not looking in any way to the husband as r'espons-
thin for the debt-  2'

A is now sealed in England that "the questiorr whether a wife has authority to
pledge her husband's credit is to be treated as one of fac .t 1 upon the dccumsLances of each
particular case, whatever may be the presumption arisihg from any particular state of
circumstances," 29 such as the presumption from a man and his 'wife living together in
the ordinary way "that he entrusts her with such authorities as are commonly and ordi-
narily given by husband to wife,' ' inciuding authority to pledge his credit to a reason-
ableextent and in a reasonable manner for ordinary household expenses. Where such
authority exists, it can be revoked; or its existence may be negatived by the husband sup-
plying the wife an adequate allowance of ready money.3'

v. Banwari La! (1939) A.L.J. 897, 184 I.C.
648, ('39) A.A. 623.

21 Satyanarayan v. Vithal ('59) A. Born. 452.
2 GirdIiari Lal v. Crawford (1885) 9 All.

147, 155.
Not conclusively: Debenham v. Mellon
(1880) 6 App. Cas. 24.

24 Viraswami v. Appaami (1863) 1 M.H.C.
375.

23Girdhari Lal v. Crawford (1885) 9 AU.
147, 155.

26 Moiiorned Sultan Sahib v. Horace Robin-

son (1907) 30 Mad. 543.
2? Nathubhai v. ihaver (1876) 1 Born. 121,

122.
28 jj j v, Mahadeo Prasad (1880)3 All. 122;

See Kanhayalal v. lndarc.handji (1947)
Nag. 154, 227 I.C. 58, ('47) A.N. 48.

29 Debenham v. Mellon, 6 App. Ca. 24. at p.
31 (Lord Selborne).

311 lb.: 6 App. Ca. 24, at p. 36 (Lord Black-
burn).

31 Morel Brothers & Co. v. Earl of Westmore
land (1903) 1 K.B. 64 C.A.
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Extent	 of	 188. An agent having an authority to do an act has
agent's authority. 	 authority to do every lawful thing which is necessary in

order to do such act.

An agent having an authority to carry on a business has authority to
do every lawful thing necessary for the purpose, or usually done in the
course of conducting such business.

Illustrations

(a) A is employed by B, residing in London, to recover at Bombay a debt due to B,
A may adopt any legal process necessary for the purpose of recovering the debt, and may
give a valid discharge for the same.

(b) ,4 constitutes B, his agent, to carry on his business of a ship-builder. B may pur-
chase timber and other materials, and hire workmen for the pm-poses of carrying on the
business. [It has been held, but contrary to English authority, that an agent having general
authority to carry on the principal's business and receive and expend money therein has
implied authority to borrow money so far as necessary for carrying on the business.32

Incidental authority.—This section refers to the incidental authority of an agent
who has an authority to do the act or to carry on business. The limitations on this inci-
dental authority are (i) to do every lawful thing and (ii) such lawful thing must be nec-
essary or usually done in the course of such act or business. If the act is not lawful or
is not necessary or is not usual in such matters, that would fall outside his authority, in
a recent case it was held that the agent had an implied incidental authority to endorse che-
ques for principal and pay them into agent's own bank account as that was "necessary
to give business efficacy to the transactions.' 33

Extent of incidental authority.—It is well settled that an agent's authority is in
Story's words (s. 58), "construed to include all the necessary and usual means of exe-
cuting it." if its terms are ambiguous, the principal will be held bound by that sense, in
which the agent reasonably understood and acted upon them.34 Further, an authority is
generally construed in case of doubt according to the usual course of dealing in the bus-
iness to which it relates." partly because this may be presumed to have been really
intended, and partly because third persons may reasonably attribute to an agent such
authority as agents in the like business usually have.

The following are illustrations from the English authorities of the rule stated in the
first paragraph of the section. An agent employed to get a bill discounted has authority
to warrant it a good bill, but not to indorse it in the principal's name. 36 If employed to
find a purchaser of property, he has authority to describe the property, and state any cir-
cumstances which may affect its value, to a proposed purchaser,37 Authority to sell a
horse implies authority to warrant its soundness if the principal is a horsedealer, 38 or

32 Dpi4 Rae v. Allahabad Bank (1926) 2
Luck. 253, 98 I.C. 783; ('27) A.O. 44.

13 Australia & New Zealand Bank v. Ateliers
de Constructions (1967) A.C. 86.
Ireland v. Livingst,cine (1872) L.R. 5 H.L.
395.

" E.g.. Pole v. Leask (1860) 28 Beav. 562;

Ireland v. Livingstone (1872) L.R. 5 H.L.
395.

36 Fenn v. Harrison (1791)3 T.R. 757.4 T.R.
177.

' Mzilkns v. Miller (1882) 22 Ch. D. 194.
38 Howard v, Sheward (1866) L.R. 2 C.P.

148.
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the sale is at a fair or public market,' but not if the principal is unaccustomed to deal-
ing in horses and the sale is a private one.40

Where an agent is authorised to receive payment of money on his principal's behalf,
the payment, in order to bind the principal, must be in cash,' unless it can be shown
that, by a reasonable custom or usage of the particular business in which the agent is
employed, payment may be made in some other form; as, for instance, by cheque 4Z orbill of exchange .43

Authority to do every lawful thing necessary for the purpose.—The authority
conferred by this section to do things necessary for a business may be excluded either
expressly or impliecily by the terms of the agency. Thus where A appointed B manager
of silk factory, and executed to him a power of attorney specifying his powers and author-
ity but the document gave no authority to  to borrow, it was held that A was not liable
for money borrowed by B as manager and attorney of A.44 Where an agent has been
directed to take possession of land on the expiry of a lease, he has no authority to accept
payment of rent." Similarly, an agent of a corpcation cannot have any authority to do
any act as agent which is ultra vires of the powers of the corporation.

Authority of counsel, attorney, and pleader.—Though the relation between a
client and an attorney or pleader is that of principal and agent, it is not-so in the case of
counsel,47 Nevertheless counsel, unless his authority to act for his client is revoked and
such revocation is notified to the opposite side, has, without need of further authority, full
power to compromise a case on behalf of his client, But this authority does not extend
to a compromise of matters outside the scope of the particular case in which he is retained
or matters collateral to it,49 nor to referring the case itself to arbitration on terms differ-
ent from those which the client has authorisecj, 50 According to the Calcutta High Court
the general authority of counsel (whether barrister or advocate) extends in India only to
compromises in CourL' The whole subject has bn reviewed by the Judicial Commit-
tee without mention of this distinction. 52 An attorney is entitled in the exercise of his
discretion to enter into a compromise, if he does so in a reasonable, skillful, and bonafide manner, provided that his client has given him no express directions to the con-
39 Brooks V . Hassal! (1883) 49 L.T, 569.
'° Brady v. Todd (1861) 9 C.B.N.S. 592.

Pape v. Wesrarott (.1894) 1 Q.B. 272;
Blumberg V. Life interests. etc., Corpora-
tion (1898) 1 Ch. 27; Bharat Surycdaya
Mills Co. Ltd. v. Shree Rain Mills ( P 59) A.
Born. 309.

42 Bridges v. Garret (1870) L.R. 5 C.P. 451.
43 Williams v. Evans (1856) L.R. I Q.B. 352

(auctioneer has no authority to take bill of
exchange in payment of deposit).

"Ferguson v. Urn Chand Boid (1905) 33
Cal. 343.
Murugesa v. Province of Madras ('47)
A.M. 74, 231 I.C. 76,
Sutlef Cotton Mills Ltd. v. Rairjii Singh
('52) A. Punj. 263.

7 Per Lord Ether, M.R, in Mathews v. Mun-
ster (1887) 20 Q.. Div. 141, 142.

48 Bowen L.L, 20 Q.B. Div, at p. 144; Jang
Bahadur v. Shank.ar Rai, (1890) 13 All.
272; Nundo La! v. Nistarjnj (1900) 27 Cal.

4' Johurmull Bhwra v. Kedar Naffi Bflutra
(1928) 55 Cal. 113, 104 I.C. 387, ('27)
A.C. 714; Sheonandan v. Abdul Falesh
(1935) 62 I.A. 196, 14 Pat. 545 37 Born.
LR. 845, 156 I.C. 694, ('35) A.P.C.
119.

° Neale v. Gordon Lennox (1902) A.C. 465;
Chunj La! Mandal v. i/ira Lai Mandal
(1928) 32 C.W.N. 44, 106 LC. 309, ('28)
A.C. 378,
Askaran Choutmal v. E.I.R. Co. (1925) 52
Cal. 386, 88 I.C. 413, ('25) A.C. 696,

52 Sourer4ra Nath Mitra v, Tarubala Dasi
(1930) 57 I.A. 133, 57 Cal. 1311, 123 I.C.
545, ('30) A.P.C. 158.
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trary-53 In one case on the subject, the Court foun.t that the client had authorised his
attorney to compromise, and that the compromise was reasonable and proper. The
case of a pleader stands on a different footing, and he cannot enter into a compromise
on behalf of his client without his express authority. 3 An authority to compromise
includes authority to refer the dispute to arbitration.

Authority of factor.—A factor to whom goods are entrusted for sale has authority
to sell them in his own name on reasonable credit at such times and such prices as in his
discretion he thinks best, to receive payment of the price where he sells them in his own
name, and to warrant the goods sold, if in the ordinary course of business it is usual to
warrant that particular kind of goods. But he has no implied authority to barter the goods
nor to delegate his authority, even if acting under a del credere commission.

Authority of broker.--A broker authorised to sell goods has implied authority to
sell on reasonable credit; to receive payment of the price if he does not disclose his prin-
cipal, and to act on the usages and regulations of the market in which he deals, except
so far as such usages or regulations are unlawful or unreasonable. 5 A usage which, by
converting the broker into a principal, changes he intrinsic nature of the contract of
agency is regarded as unreasonable."' He has no implied authority to cancel, or vary
contracts made by him; nor to receive payment of the price of goods sold on bebâlf of
a disclosed principal; nor, even when the principal is undisclosed, has he implied author-
ity to receive payment otherwise than in accordance with the terms of the contract of sale.
A broker has no implied power to delegate his authority even if acting under a del credere
commission.

Authority of auctioneer.—An auctioneer has implied authority to sign a contract
on behalf of both buyer and seller, an authority which does not, however, extend to his
clerk. The implied authority of an auctioneer to sign on behalf of the buyer does not,
however, extend to a sale of unsold 1015 by private contract subsequently to the sale by
auction. An auctioneer has no implied authority to take a bill of exchange in payment of
the deposit, or of the price of goods sold, though it is provided by the conditions of sale
that the price shall be paid to him; 60 but he may take a cheque in payment of the
deposit according to the usual custom. 6 ' Authority to sell by auction does not imply any
authority to sell by private contract, in the event of the public sale proving abortive,
though the auctioneer may be offered a price in excess of the reserve.

Authority of shipmaster.—The authorities indicating the extent of the implied
authority of master of British ships are very numerous. For present purposes it seems suf-
ficient to cite only some of the more important cases. Being appointed to conduct the
voyage on which the ship is engaged to a favourable termination, a shipowner has
implied authority to do all things necessary for the due and proper prosecution of the
voyage.6 He may also borrow money on the credit of his principals, if the advance is
necessary for the prosecution of the voyage, communication with the principals is imprac-

53 Prestwich v. Poley (1865) 18 C.B.N.S.
806.

54 Jagannathdas v. Ramdas (1870) 1
B,H.C.O.C. 79.
Jagapali v. Ekambara (1897) 21 Mad. 274,

56 Jiwthai v. Ramk,unar (1947) Nag. 824, 229
I.C. 402, ('47) A.N. 17.

57 Robinson v. Molleit (1874) L.R. 7 H.L.

802.
Robinson v. Mollet: (1874) L.R. 7 H.L.
802.

59 Bell v. Balls (897) 1 Ch. 663.
Williams v. Evans (1866) L.R. I Q.B. 352.

' Parrer V. Lacy (1885) 31 Ch. Div. 42.
62 Marsh v. FeIf (1862)3 F. & F. 234.
63 Bldon v. Campbell (1851) 6 Ex. 886.
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ticable and they have no solvent agent on the spot.
The master of a British ship has also implied authority to give bottomry bonds, hypo-

thecacing ship, freight, and cargo, for necessary supplies or repairs in order to prosecute
the voyage, when it is not possible to obtain them on personal credit, and communication
with the respective owners is impracticable.' The cargo alone may be hypothecated (by
a contract called respondentia) if necessary for the benefit of the cargo, or for the pro-
secution of the voyage, but the owners must in all cases be first communicated with if
possible.

In the case of absolute or urgent necessity, as where in consequence of damage it
is impossible to continue the voyage, and the ship cannot be repaired except at such a cost
as no prudent owner would incur, the master has implied authority to sell the ship. Where
repairs are absolutely necessary in order to prosecute the voyage, and communication
with the owners of the cargo is impracticable, the master has implied authority to sell a
portion of the cargo to enable him to continue the voyage. But his authority as agent of
the owners of the cargo is strictly one of neces sity, and he is not justified in selling any
portion thereof until he has done everything in his power to carry it to its destination.

A shipmaster has implied authority to enter into contracts for the carriage of mer-
chandise according to the usual employment of the ship, and to enter into a charter-party
on behalf of the owners if he is in a foreign port, and there is a difficulty in commun-
icating with them. His authority to sign bills of lading is limited to signing for goods actu-
ally received on board,66 and he has no authority to sign at a lower freight than the
owners contracted for, or making the freight payable to any other person than the owners.

189. An agent has authority, in an emergency, to do all such acts for
• Agent's author- the purpose of protecting his principal from loss as
ity inan emer- would be done by a person of ordinary prudence, in his

own case, under similar circumstances,

Illustrations

(a) An agent for sale have goods repaired if it be necessary.
(b) A consigns provisions to B at Calcutta, with directions to send them immediately

to C at Cuttack. B may sell the provision' at Calcutta, if they willnot bear the journey
to Cuttack without spoiling.

Protecting Principal in an emergency.—section is very important. The prior rules
lay down duties and restrictions on powers or authority of an agent. In an emergency,
those rules may become inapplicable or to follow those rules may jeopardise the interest
of the principal.
-	 The rule contained in this section is known as the rule relating to "authority of neces-
sity" in English law.

This section may apply where in an emergency it is not possible to communicate
with the principal or as a result of steep rise or fall of the ma rket rate if instructions to

Kleinwor: v. Cassa Mariuhna Genon	 against the owners that the goods signed
(1877) 2 App. Caa. 156.	 for were put on board, but it is not conclu-

65 The Onward (1873) L.R. 4 Ad. 38.	 sive against them; Smith v. Bedouin Steam
66 Cox v. Bruce (1886) 18 Q.B. Div. 147. The	 Navigation Co. (1896) A.C. 70.

master's signattwe is prima fade evidence
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sell or purchase were carried out the principal may be put to a loss.
This section, therefore, lays down a very sensible and sound rule of acting prudently

as it were a personal case of the agent himself.
Illustration (b) seems to be suggested by Story's opinion that, "if goods are perish-

able and perishing, the agent may deviate from his instructions as to the time or price at
which they are to be sold": S.A. sec. 193, Under this head comes the authority by which
the master of a ship may sell the goods of an absent owner in case of necessity when he
is unable to communicate with the owner and obtain his direction. 

61

Where a principal's debtor is financially embarrassed, the agent to collect the prin-

cipal's outstandings may collect from such debtor. what cash amount hc can and give

credit for the resL

Sub-Agents

190, An Agent cannot lawfully employ another to perform acts

When Agent 
which he has expressly or impliedly undertaken to per-

cannot delegate. form personally, unless by the ordinary custom of trade
a sub-agent may, or, from the nature of the agency, a sub-agent must,
be employed.

Delegatus non protest deiegare.—This section embodies a very important princi-

ple viz, one who has a bare power or authority from another to do an act must execute
it himself and cannot delegate his authority to another. The reason that no such power
can be implied as an ordinary incident in the contract of agency is that confidence in the
particular person employed is at the root of the contract. Accordingly, auctioneers, fac-
tors, directors of companies, brokers, and other agents in whom confidence is reposed
have, generally speaking, no power to delegate their authority. "But the exigencies of bus-
iness do from time to time render necessary the carrying out of the instructions of a prin-
cipal by a person other than the agent originally instructed for the purpose, and where that
is the case, the reason of the thing requires that the rule should be relaxed," And "an
authority to the effect referred to may and should be implied where, from the conduct of
the parties to the original contract of agency, the usage of trade, or the nature of the par-
ticular business which is the subject of the agency, it may reasonably be presumed that
the parties to the contract of agency originally intended that such authority should exist,
or where, in the course of the employment, unforeseen emerencie.s arise which impose
upon the agent the necessity of employing a substitute." Authority to delegate is
implied whenever the act to be done by the sub-agent is purely ministerial, and does not

involve the exercise of any discretion,"'
In some cases the custom of trade justifies the delegation of special branches of

work. Thus it has been found to be a usage of trade for architects and builders to have
the quantities taken out from their designs by surveyors, who are more expert in that
work, for the purpose of enabling a proper estimate to be made; and the surveyor can sue

.Australian Steam Navigation Co. v. Morse	 310, 311.

(1872) L.R. 4 P.C. 222.	 10 Ex pane Birmingham Banking Co. (1868)

Gokal Chand v. Nand Ram (1939) A.C.	 L.R. 3 Ch. 651 Allam & Co. Ltd. v -

106 (113).	 Europa Poster Services Ltd. (1968) 1

De Bussche v. All (1878) 8 Ch. Div. 286, 	 W.L.R. 639.
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the architect's employer for his charges.1'

"Sub-agent"	 191. A "sub-agent" is a person employed by, anddefined,

	

	
acting under the control of, the original agent in the bus-
iness of the agency.

Sub-agenL___me relation of the sub-agent to the Original main agent is, as between
themselves, that of agent to principal. "It may be generally stated that, where agents
employ sub-agents in the business of the agency, the latter are clothed with precisely the
same rights, and incur precisely the same obligations and are bound to the same duties,
in regard to their immediate employers, as if they were the sole and real principals": S.A.
sec. 386. In the three next following sections the Act has defined, in accordance with set-
tled law, the relations of the ultimate principal to the sub-agent in different cases.

192. Where a sub-agent is properly appointed, the principal is, so far

0'P
rincipal by

Representation	 as regards third persons, represented by the sub-agent,
sub-agentpe	 and is bound by and responsible for acts, as if he were anappointej	

agent originaflv appointed by the principal.

Agent's respons-	 The agent is responsible to the principal for the actshihty for sub-agent, of sub-agent.
Sub-agents	 The sub-aresPons,biljgent is responsible for his acts to the

agent, but not to the principal, except in case of fraud or
wilful wrong.

Principal, Agent, Sub-agent, third party.—The last para of the section is based on
-agent. That

the principle that there is no privily of contract between the principal and sub
is the reason why a sub-agent is responsible to the agent and not to the principal. A sub-
agent is not accountable to the principal;' he is liable to account to the 

agent. The prin-cipal cannot proceed against the sub-agent except in case of fraud or wilful wrong.
72

The second pan emphasizes that the priviy of contract xrits betwer, the agent and
principal and therefore the agent is responsible for the acts of the sub-agent to the prin-
cipal.

Despite this position inter se amongst the principal, agent and sub-agent, a thirdparty cannot be made to suffer and hence vis-a-vis a third party, the principal is bound
by the acts of the sub-agent provided the sub-agent is properly appointed. If the sub-agent
is not properly appointed, sec. next section. This principle is laid down inthe first para
of the section. Where authority to appoint a sub-agent in the nature of a substitute for the
first agent "exists" either by agreement or as implied in the nature of the business
is duly exercised, privity of contract arises between the principal andis

the substitute, and
the latter becomes as responsible to the former for the due discharge of the duties which
is emoyrnent casts upon him, as if he had been appointed agent by the principal him-
self." This is the class of cases contemplated in sec. 194. Otherwise the sub-agent

	

71 
Moon v. Win'ie'y Union (1837) 3 Bing. N.C.	 land and Australian814.	 Land Co. v. Watsonat

72 Calico Printers' Association	
(1881) 7 Q.B.D. 374; Nargsukj,da,g v. Dire-

	

Lid, Y. Bar-	 lichand 19 Born. L.R. 948.

	

clay's Bank (1931) 145 L.T. 51; New Zea-	 "DeBus.cchev. Alt (1878)8 Ch. D iv. 2863Il
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looks to and is controlled by the agent who appointed him, and is not under any contract

with the principal. If money due to A is paid to P. who is Z's servant, Z having authority

from A to collect it., P is accountable only to 2 and A cannot recover the money direct

from P.
A sub-agent who does not know that his employer is an agent is entitled to the same

rights as any other contracting party dealing with an undisclosed principal (sec ss. 231.
232 below),

Agent's responsibility for sub-agent.—A commission agent for the sale of goods,
who properly employs a sub-agent for selling his principal's goods, is liable to the prin-
cipal for the sub-agent's fraudulent disposition of the goods within the course of his
employment- The last clause of this section, giving a principal in ease of fraud or,wilful
wrong the right of recourse to the sub-agent, does not exclude the principal's normal right
of recourse to his agent. In fact, the total effect of the section is to give an option- to the
principal wherea fraud or wilful wrong is committed by the sub-agent.72

193. Where an agent, without having authority to do so, has
- Agents respon- appointed a person to act as a sub-agent, the agent stands

towards such person in the relation of a principal to an
agent	 appointed
without authority, agent, and is responsible for his acts both to the principal
and to third persons; the principal is not represented by or responsible for
the acts of the person so emp1oed, nor is that person responsible to the
principal.

Unauthorized sub-agent.—Preceding section dealt with the position when a sub-
agent is duly appointed. This section deals with a situation arising in case a sub-agent is
appointed without authority. In such an event, the principal is not bound by the acts of
the sub-agent nor is the latter liable to the principal. In such an event, the agent is the
principal of the sub-agent and the agent is responsible both to the principal and the third
party. The responsibility to the third party is an additional one which was not under the
preceding section.

As regards the ratification of unauthorised acts see sections 196-200 below.

194. Where an agent, holding an express or implied authority to
Relation	 be- name another person to act for the principal in the bus-

tweenprincipal and mess of the agency has named another person accor-
pointed by agent to dingly, such person is not a sub-agent, but an agent of
act in business of the principal for such part of the business of the agency

as is entrusted to him.

Illustrations

- (a) A directs B, his solicitor, to sell his estate by auction, and to employ an auctioneer
for the purpose. B names C, auctioneer, to conduct the sale. C is not a sub-agent, but is

A's agent for the conduct of the sale.
(b) A authorises B, a merchant in Calcutta, to recover the moneys due to A from C

Sxephens v. Eadcôck (1832) 3 B. & Ad.	 of Ne'w York ('52) A Punj. 172.
354; Summiut Singh v. Nationa l City Bank
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& Co. B instructs, D. a solicitor, to take legal proceedings against C & Co. for the recov-
ery of the money. D is not sub-agent but is solicitor for A.

Substitute Agent.—In such cases as are put in the illustrations, B, as between A and
the auctioneer or solicitor, is treated as merely the messenger of A's direct authority. This
section apparently means to draw a ekarly marked line between an ordinary sub-agent
and a person who is put in relation with the principal, a "substitute" as he is called in
the passage already quoted above."

The following section and this section, read together, show that they do not apply
to the case of an agent being instructed to hand over all or part of the business to a certain
named person and no other, in such case he is not answerable for the capacity or conduct
of that person; his duty is done when he has established relation between the substituted
agent and the principal, and the secs. 191, 192 have no place.76 In the Calcutta Case N
purchased from firm C at Calcutta some corrugated iron sheets, N instructed the firm to
send the goods to his place at Khulana and collect the price through a local Bank at Khu-
lana. The firm C thereupon sent goods to Khulana and dispatched the Railway Receipt,
their bills and demand draft with a covering letter to National Bank of India, their bankers
at Calcutta, instructing them to collect the Bill through the Bank at Khulana, i.e. Khulana
Union Bank Ltd. The Bank at Khulana contrary to instructions made over goods to N and
N delayed paying the amount. C brought a suit to recover the sum from N and National
Bank of India. It was held that Khulana Union Bank Ltd, was the agent of C firm for the
purpose of collecting the bills at Khulana and National Bank was merely the conduit pipe
through which C firm of Calcutta communicated their instructions to Union Bank at Khu-
lana and Union Bank at Khulana was not the sub-agent of National Bank, but the agent
of the principal. Accordingly defendant Bank (National Bank of India) created privity of
contract between plaintiff C firm and Union Bank at Khulana which became the agent
of the plaintiff firm C, known as substituted agent and not as the sub-agent of defendant
Bank. Hence the defendant Bank was not liable to the plaintiffs. According to Punjab
High Court76 to bring about privity of contract the naming of the substituted agent
should be to the principal himself.

195. In selecting such agent for his principal, an agent is bound to
Agent's duty in exercise the same amount of discretion as a man of ordi-

naniuig	 such nary prudence would exercise in his own case; and if he
does this he is not responsible to the principal for the

acts or negligence of the agent so selected.

Illustrations

(a) A instructs B, a merchant, to buy a ship for him. B employs a ship surveyor of
good reputation to choose a ship for A. The surveyor makes the choice negligently and
the ship turns out to be unseaworthy, and is lost. B is not, but the surveyor is, responsible
to A.

iS De Bu.ssche v. Mt (1878) 8 Ch. Div. 310.	 v. Firm Rur Chand ('58) A. Punj, 159; Nen-
311.	 sukhdas Shwnarain v, Birdjchand A.I.R.

76 T. C. Chowdhury & Bros. V. Giruidra	 1917 Born. 19; Mercantile Bank of India
Mohan Neogi (1929) 56 Cal. 686, 121 I.C.	 Lid. v. Chetwnal A.I.R. 1930 Sind 247.
636, ('30) A.C. 10; Central Bank of India
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(b) A consigns goods to B. a merchant, for sale. B, in due course, employs an auc-
tioneer in good credit to sell the goods of A, and allows the auctioneer to receive the pro-
ceeds of the sale. The auctioneer afterwards becomes insolvent without having accounted
for the proceeds. B is not responsible to A for the proceeds.

Discretion.—In properly electing a sub-agent, prudent man's discretion is to be
exercised.

Ratification

196. Where acts are done by one person on behalf of another, but
Right of person without his knowledge or authority, he may elect to

as to acts done for
him without	 ratify or to disown such acts. If he ratifies them, the
authority. Effect of same effects will follow as if they had been performed
ratification. by his authority.

Condition of Ratification.—These conditions are as under:—
(1) The act must have been done on behalf of another;
(2) The act must have been done without knowledge or authority of the person on

whose behalf the act is done;
If the said conditions are satisfied such other person has two options either to ratify

or to disown.
If the act is not done on behalf of another or the person has purported to act on his

own behalf, the first condition is not satisfied. In order to do the act on behalf of
another, the latter must be legally in existence at the time the act is done. 78 Acts done
prior to incorporation of a company cannot be said to have been done on behalf of the
company which did not then exist.79 A person in order to ratify the act must be compe-
tent to ratify.8°

The principal on ratification of the act is bound by it whether it be for his detriment
or his advantage, and whether it be founded on a tort or a contract." But an act which
void ab initio and hence a nullity is not capable of ratification .82 An act which is
already unauthorised at the time it is done cannot be ratified. An act done in excess of
authority is capable of being ratified.

Essence of ratification.—The essence of ratification is that there must be an inten-
tion to ratify. The ratifier must know that he is ratifying an act done on his behalf. If an
act is illegal and the ratifier does not know of the illegality there is no intention to ratify

Raja Rai Bhagwat Dayal v. Debi Dayal, 10	 (1948) A. Nag. 293; Hari Mohan v. Sew
Born. L.R. 230 (P.C.): 35 I.A. 48: 12	 Narayan (1949) A. Ass. 57.
C.W.N. 393.	 R1 Wilson v. Twnman and Freison, (1843)

Kelner v. Baxter (1886) LR. 2 C.P. 174 	 6 M. & Gr. 236 (243): 64 R.R. 770

(185).	 (776).
79 In re Empress Engineering Co. (1880) 16	 82 Mauji Rain v. Tara Singh (1881) 3 All.

Ch. D. 125; Ganesh Flour Milts Co. v. 	 852.
Puran Mal (1905) Punj. Rec. No. 2.	 93 Raghavachani v. Fak.kir Mahomed (1916)

80 Raja Rai Bhagwat Dayal v. Debi Doyal 	 30 M.L.J. 497 (501); Kei.ghley Maxted &

supra. Irvine v. Union Bank of Australia, 	 Co. v. Durant (1901) A.C. 240.
(1877) '3 Cal. 280 (285): 4 I.A. 86: 2 A.C. 	 M Secretary of State v. Ka,nachee Boyce, 7

366; Tukaram Ramji V. Madhorao Manaji	 M.I.A. 476.
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for lack of knowledge of illegality" (see sec. 198).
197). Ratification may be express or may be effected impliedly by conduct (see see.

Legal effect or Ratification.—Ratification must be by the person for whom the
agent professes to act. "That an act done for another by a person not assuming to act for
himself, but for such other person, though without any precedent authority whatever,
becomes the act of the principal, if subsequently ratified by him, is the known and well-
established rule of law. In that case the principal is bound by the act, whether it be for
his detriment or his advantage, and whether it be founded on a tort or a contract, to the
same extent as by, and with all the consequences which follow authority." Ratifica-
tion of a part of a transaction may operate as a ratification of the whole lransaction
(see sec. 199).

A ratification is in law equivalent to as if the act was done with previous author-

Time to ratify,—And where a time is limited for doing an act, and A does it on
behalf of B, but without his authority, within that time, B can ratify it only before the time
has expired. 9° The reason for this is not to prejudice a third party (see sec. 200). This
section is subject to the succeeding provisions.

"Acts done without knowledge or authority,"—An act done by an agent in
excess of his authority may also be ratified.9 ' But the ratification of an act done without
authority does not confer authority to do similar acts in future?

Retrospective effect—Ratification, if effective at all, relates back to the date of the
act ratified. If an action is brought in a man's name without his knowledge, he may adopt
the proceedings and make them good at any time. 93 The rule goes so far that if A makesan offer to B which Z accepts in B's name without authority, and B afterwards ratifies
the acceptance, an attempted revocation of the offer by A in the time between Z's accep-
tance and B's ratification is inoperative.94

A owes money to B, and Z pays B on behalf of A but without authority from A. If
B knowing that 2 has no authority accepts payment, he is estopped from pleading Z's
want of authority and claiming payment again from A. If B on discovering Z's want of
authority returns the money to Z, there is nothing that A can ratify and A cannot rely on
the payment as a discharge of his debt to

What act cannot be ratified.—A Yans ,")CLitori which is void ab initio cannot be rat-
ified.96 This is illustrated in England by a line of cases in company law markingthe dis-

Prenüla Debi V. People's Bank (1938)
A.P.C. 284: (1939) Lab. 1: 178 I.C. 659;
U.?. Government v. Church Missionary
Trust Association Ltd. (1948) 22 Luck 93:
229 I.C. 421: (1948) A. Oudh. 54.

S6 Bhavarii Shankar v. Gordha,,das, 46 Born.
L.R. 228: 70 I.A. 50: (1943) A.P. C. 66.

87 Wilson v. Twnmai2 (1843) 6 Man. & Gr.
236, 243; 64 R.R. 770. 776, per Cur.
Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney v.
Mann. (1961) A.C. 1.

9 BJzava,Ü Shankar v. Gordhanlal, supra.
90 Dibbins v. Dibbins (1896) 2 Ch. 348.

91 Secretary of State v. Kaincchee Boyce
(1859) 7 M.I.A. 476.

92 Irvine v. Union flank of Australia (1877) 3
Cal. 280, 287; L.R. 4 I.A. 86; 2 App. Ca.
366, 375; Pratt v. E. D. Sasoon (1938)
Born. 421 (P.C.).

"Danish Mercantile Bank v. Beaumont
(1951) Ch. 680.

94 Bolton Partners v. Lambert (1889) 41 Ch.
Div. 295.

95 Walter v. James (1871) L.R, 6 Ex. 124.
96 Mauji Rain v. Tara Singh (1881) 3 All. 852.
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tinction between irregularities capable of being made good if the act is ratified by a gen-
eral meeting, or the whole body of shareholders, and acts not within the company's object
as defined by its original constitution, and therefore incapable of being made binding on
the company by any ordinary means known to the law. (See section 200).

Agents of GovernmenL—AcEs done by public servants in the name of the Govern-
ment may be ratified by subsequent approval in much the same way as private t.ransac-
tions [see Secretary of State v, Karnachee and Collector of Masulipazam v.
Cavaly Venca:a90].

Ratification	 197. Ratification may be expressed or may be
may be expressed
or implied.

	

	 implied in the conduct of the person on whose behalf the
acts are done.

Ilustrat ions

(a) A, without authority, buys goods for B. Afterwards B sells them to Con his own
account; B's conduct implies a ratification of the purchase made for him by A.

(b) A, without B's authority, lends B's money to C. Afterwards B accepts interest
on the money from C. B's conduct implies a ratifction of dic loan.

Express ratiu g i Afl express ratification cannot become complete until it is
cornm,: till then it is liable to revocation.

Implied ratification by conduct._-_Asseni to an act done on one's behalf, like con-
sent to an agreement may be conveyed otherwise than in words; and taking the benefit
of the transaction is the strongest, as it is the most usual evidence of tacit adoption.
Accepting the results of the agent's proceeding, whether obviously beneficial to the prin-
cipal or not, will have the same effect, e.g. receipt of money with the knowledge of the
unauthorised contract' or disposal of goods received under unauthorised contract.' By
silence or acquiescence on the part of a landlord in respect of unasked for improvements
made by a tenant of the leasehold premises, ratification was implied.' The conduct roust
be such as to show an intention to adopt or recognise such act or transaction.4

Knowledge req-	 198. No valid ratification can be made by a person
uisite for valid rati-
fication.

	

	
whose knowledge of the facts of the case is materially
defective.

Knowledge of facts to precede ratification.—The Judicial Committee have laid
down in general terms that "acquiescence and ratification must be founded on a full
knowledge of the facts, and further it must be in relation to a transaction which may be
valid in itself and not illegal, and to which effect may be given as against the parly by

Whis acquiescence in and adoption of the transaction."
.

 e C'c. 'rt of App, 1 iii

' (1859) 7 M.LA, 476.
9* (1860) 8 M.I.A. 529, 554.

Rajagopoiachw-y141u v. The Secretary of
Stale for India (1915) 38 Mad. 997, 1008.
llwizer v. Parker (1840) 7 M. & W. 322.

2 Allard v. Bourne (1863) 15 C,B, (N.S.)
468, Smith v. Hull Glass Co. (1852) 11
C.D. 897.

3 Prince v. Clark (1823) 1 B. & C. 186; The
Australia (1859) 13 Moore P.C. 132. Bank
Mcli Iran v, Barclay's Bank (1951) 2
T.L.R. 1057; Parker and Cooper bd. v.
Reading (1926) Ch. 975,

4 Lyellv. Kennedy, (1899)14 App. C as. 437.
La Banque Jacques-Cartier v. La Banque
D'Epargne, etc. (1887) 13 App. Ca. 111;
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England has said: "To constitute a binding adoption of acts a priori unauthorised these
conditions must exist: (1) the acts must have been done for and in the name of the sup-
posed principal, and (2) there must be full knowledge of what those acts were, or such
an unqualified adoption that he inference may properly be drawn that the principal
intended to take upon himself the responsibility for such acts, whatever they were." A
entrusted moneys to B for investment which B without the knowledge of A used in his
own business. The privy Council held that whether the facts supported the plea of nova-
tion or not, the doctrine of ratification could not be applied so as to turn the fund held
in a fiduciary capacity into a deposit on ordinary banking terms.7

Effect of ratify-	 199. A person ratifying any unauthorised act done
ing unauthorised
act forming past of on his'behalf ratifies the whole of the transaction of
a transaction.	 which such act formed a part.

Effect of ratification of a part.—It is obvious that a man cannot at his own choice
ratify part of a transaction and repudiate the rest.9 A principal cannot ratify the favour-
able parts of a transaction and disaffirm the rest as that would enable him to make a par-
tial or a heterogenou ' nntract which the third party did not intend to make.9

200. An act done by one person on 0e1ic1f cf another without such

unauthorised	 act
Ratification of other person's authority,which, if done win. .ihority,

would have the effect of subjecting a third person tocannot injure third 
person.

	

	 damages, or of terminating any right or interest of a third
person, cannot, by ratification, be made to have such effect.

Ilu-strations

(a) A, not being authorised thereto by B, demands, on behalf of B, that the delivery
of a chattel, be ratified by B, so as to make C liable for damages for his refusal to deliver,

(b) A holds a lease from B, terminable on three months' notice. C an unauthorised
person, gives notice of termination to A. The notice cannot be ratified by B, so as to be
binding on A.

Revocation not to prejudice a third party.—This is the converse of the principle
that a voidable transaction cannot be rescinded to the prejudice of third person's right
acquired under it in good faith. Rights of property cannot be changed retrospectively by
ratification of an act inoperative at the time. The rule is also stated in the form that rati-
fication, to make an act rightful which otherwise would be wrongful, must be at a time
when the principal could still have lawfully done it himself.'° The ratification of a con-
tract does not give the principal a right to sue for a breach committed before the ratifi-
cation." A holds a lease from two joint receivers, B and C; B, without C's authority,

Premila Debi v. People's Bank (1939) Lah.
1. 178 I.C. 659, ('38) A.P.C. 284.

6 Marsh v. Joseph (1897) 1 Ch. 213, 246;
Tu/carain v. Mo4horao (1947) Nag. 710,
('48) A.N. 293.

7 Murugappa Y. Official Assignee of Madras
(1937) 64 I.A. 343, 40 Born. L.R. 1, 170
I.C. 329, ('37) A.P.C. 296.

8 See Keay v. Fenwick (1876) 1 C.P.D. 745,

753.
9 Bristow v. Whitmore (1861) 9 H.L. Cas.

391; Fitmaurke v. Bayley (1860) 9 H.L.
Cas. 78 (112); Commercial Banking Co. of
Sydney v. Mann, (1961) A.C.I.

10 Bird v. Brown (1850) 4 Ex. 786, 80 R.R.
775.

11 Kidderminster v, Hardwick (1873) L.R. 9.
Ex. 13.
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gives notice to A. The. notice cannot be ratified by C so as to be binding on A.'2

Revocation of and renunciation Authority

201. An agency is terminated by the principal revoking his authority;
Termination of or by the agent renouncing the business of the agency; or

agency. by the business of the agency being completed; or by
either the principal or agent dying or becoming of unsound mind; or by the
principal being adjudicated an insolvent under the provisions of any Act
Ior the time being in force for the relief of insolvent debtors.

Termination of Agency..—We have to read this section with the following ones to
sec. 210 inclusive, which modify its effect in various ways.

Termination of agency.—This section has provided diverse modes of termination
of agency as follows:-

(i) by the principal revoking the authority (by a notice of revocation );
(ii) by the agent renouncing the business of agency (by notice of renunciation);

(iii) by the completion of the business of agency (e.g. completion of the transac-
tion; expiration of the period for which agency may have been given);

(iv) by death, insolvency or insanity of either the principal or agent; dissolution of
an incorporated company.

Besides the above modes, it may be terminated in the following cases:- .-
(a) by destruction of the subject matter of agency (see sec. 56)
(b) by the happening of an event which renders agency or its objects unlawful (see

sec. 56); and
(c) by frustration of the agency or its objects such as disability, misadventure,

literal irt'ipossibility.
Revocation by principal.—For condition for exercise of this mode see sections 202

to 204. For the method of exercising this right see sections 206 to 208. Sections 208
involves notice to third persons also.

Renunciation by agent.—For the method of exercising this right see sections 206
and 207.

Completion of business of agency.—The Allahabad and Calcutta High Courts hold
that where an agent for the sale of goods receives the price, the agency does not terminate
on the sale of the goods, but continues until payment of the price to the principal S. 218
provides that "an agent is bound to pay to his principal all sums received on his account.
Clearly then the business does not terminate on receipts of the money by the agent, inas-
much as there is a subsequent obligation to account for the sums and to pay them". 3 In
a Madras case, Wallis, C.J. , expressed the opinion that the agency terminates when the
sale is tompleted, and that it does not continue until payment of the price.' 4 The author-
ity of an agent for sale to contract on the principal's behalf ceases as soon as the We is
completed. He has no power to alter the terms of the contract without fresh authority from
the principal."

	

' Cassim Ahmed v. Eusuf liaji itfain (1916)	 (1899) 26 Cal. 715, 724, 725.
23 Cal. Li. 453	 14 Venkazachaltim v. Narayanan (1916) 39

	

'' Babu Rain v. Ram Dayal (1890) 12 All. 	 Mad. 376, 378-379.

	

541, followed in Fink v. Buldeo Days	 1$ Blackburn v. Scholes (1810) 2 Camp. 343.
CA-13
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The authority of an agent to collect bills and to remit the amount, when realised, by
drafts, terminates as soon as the drafts are despatched. 16

Death of principal—A power of attorney to an agent to present a document for reg-
istration is revoked by the death of the principal. It was accordingly held by the Judicial
Comm i lee that where the principal died before the presentation, and the Registrar, know-
ing of the principal's death, accepted and registered the document, the registration was
invalid." See notes to sec. 209 below.

Where the agency is for a fixed term.--"Where an agenr has been appointed fora fixed term, the expiration of the term puts an end to the agency, whether the purpose
of the agency has been accomplished or not; consequently where an agency for sale has
expired by express limitation, a subsequent execution thereof is invalid, unless the term
has been extended. 1118

202, Where the agent has himself an interest in the property which
Termination of forms the subject-matter of the agency, the agencyagency	 where

agent has an inter- cannot, in the absence of an express contract, be termi-
est in subject- nated to the prejudice of such interest,matter.

Illustrations

(a) A gives authority to B to sell A's land, and to pay himself, out of the proceeds,
the debts due to him from A. A cannot revoke this authority, nor can it be terminated byhis insanity or death.

(b) A consigns 1,000 bales of cotton to B, who has made advances to him on such
cotton, and desires B to sell the cotton, and to repay himself, out of the price, the amount
of his own advances. A cannot revoke this authority, nor is it terminated by his insanity
or death.

If authority coupled with interest.—In these cases the current phrase is that the
agent's authority is "coupled with an interest". The principle is thus stated: "that where
an agreement is entered into on a sufficient consideration, whereby an authority is given
for the purpose of securing some benefit to the donee of the authority, such an authority
is irrevocable-  in Fact the circumstances must be such that revocation of thc author-
ity would be a breach of faith against the agent. Illustration (b) is a variation of the facts
of an English case where, however, thd authority was held to be °'ievocable as it was
not given as Security for the advances. In the English case the advances were made after
the authority had been given, and so the agent's interest arose afterwards and was inci-
dental. In the illustration the advances are made first and then the authority is given for
the purpose of being a security.

The expression "has an interest in the property" would include cases where author-
ity is given, by deed or otherwise, giving an interest in the property such as a security
or a lien or a special right in respect of advances upon the subject-matter of agency. This
16 Alliance Bank of Simla, Lid- v. Amritsar

Bank (1915) Punj. Rec. no. 79, p. 322.
17 Mujidun-Njssa v. Abdur Rahim (1900) 23

All. 233, L.R. 28 I.A. 15.
18 Per Mookerjee, J., in Lalijee v. Dadabhaj

(1916) 23 Cal. L.J. 190, 202.

'9 Smart V . Sandar (1848) 5 CE. at p. 917;
Carmichael's case (1896) 2 Ch. 643, 648;
Chaxhu Kiwi v. Kundan (1931) 61 M.L.J,
852, 136 I.C. 776, ('32) A.M. 70.
Smart v. Sandars (1848)5 C.B. 895, 918.
And see Frith v. Frith (1906) A.C. 254.
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may include Continuation of the subsistence of such security or interest thereon.
ght to earn commission is not such as interest. 20 Irrevocable power of attorney
if of a Purchaser for valuable consideration would be such an interest.

interest which an agent has in effecting a sale and the prospect Of remuneration
therefrom do not Constitute such an interest as would prevent the termination of
^CY- 21 Upon the same principle, where an agent is appointed to collectrents, and
Y is agreed to be paid out of those rents, it does not give the agent an interest
.ibject-matter of the agency within the meaning of this section, 22 But where anauthorised to recover a sum of money , due by a third party to the principal and
imseif, out of the amount so recovered, the debts due to him from the principal,

has an interest in the subject-matter of the agency, an23	 d theauthority cannot be

tors for sale of gods.—The question has often arisen as to whether a factor
made advances as against goods consigned to him for sale has such an interest
rods consigned as to prevent the termination of his authority to sell. The result
ses appears to be that the authority of a factor to sell is in its nature revocable,
mere fact that advances have been made by him, whether at the time of his
Lent as such or subsequently, cannot have the effect of altering the revocable
the authority to sell, unless there is an agreement express or implied between

s that the authority shall not he revoked. 24 Where the factor is expressly author-
pay himself the advances out of the sale proceeds, as in illustration (b), he has
st in the goods consigned to him for sale, and the authority to sell cannot be
In such a case "an i nterest in the property" is expressly created. But the "intcr-
I not be so created, and it is enough to prevent the termination of the agency that
rest" could be inferred from the language of the document and from the course
s between the parties. Thus where a factor who had made advances as against
signed  to him for sale was authorised to sell them "at the best price obtain-

d in the event of a shortfall to draw on the consignor, it was held that this
nt gave an interest to the factor in the goods, and that the authority to sell could

'oked.23

The principal may, save as is otherwise provided by the last
principal preceding section, revoke the authority given to his

agent at any time before the authority has been exercised
so as to bind the principal.

amounts "to exercise of authority."—An agent authorised to purchase
behalf of his principal cannot be said to have exercised the authority so given
) as to bind the principal" if he merely appropriates to the principal a contract
entered into by himself with a third party. Such an appropriation does 

not

rind v. Choto	 (1900) 24 Born.
'c1and v. Seth Hazarirnal ('32)

2rya V. RapnckapvJra (1881) 5

'.Matchet (1870) 7 B.H.C. A.C.
also Subranzanja v Narayanan

(1901)24 Mad. 130, and Jagabhaj v. Pus-
:anji (1885)9 Born. 311.

24 Jafferbhoy v. Char1sworgh (1893) 17
Born. 520, 542.
Kondayya v. Narasimhu/u (1893) 20 Mad.
97.
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create a contractual relation with the third party,and the principal, therefore, may revoke
the authoi-ity.23 In that case, before the revocation was received, contractual relationship
involving an obligation to a third party was not entered into. 26

Authority given to an auctioneer to sell goods by auction may be revoked at any
time before the goods are knocked down to a purchaser,V and authority given to a
policy broker to effect a policy at any time before the policy is executed so as to be
legally binding. Authority to pay money in respect of an unlawful transaction may be
revoked at any time before it has actually been paid, even if it has been credited in
account,28

204. The principal cannot revoke the authority given to his agent after
	Revocation	 the authority has been partly exercised, so far as regardswhere	 authority

has been partly such acts and obligations as arise from acts already done
exercised,	 in the agency.

Illustrations

(a) A authorises B to buy 1,00C) bales of cotton on account of A and to pay for it
out of A's money remaining in B's hands. B buys 1,000 bales of cotton in his own name,
so as to make himself personally liable for the price. A cannot revoke B's authority so
far as regards payment for the cotton.

(b). A authorises B to buy 1,000 bales of cotton on account of A, and to pay for itout of A's money remaining in B's hands. B buys 1,000 bales of Cotton in A's name, and
so as not to render himself personally liable for the price. A can revoke B's authority topay for the cotton.

Authority partly exercised.—..The rule here laid down is connected with the prin-
cipal's duty to 'indemnify the agent (s. 222 below). "If a principal employs an agent to
do something which by law involves the agent in a legal liability' '---or even in a custo-
mary liability by reason of usage in that class of transactions known to both agent and
principal—"the principal cannot draw back and leave the agent to hear the liability at his
own expense," 29 If a principal revokes his agent's authority to carry on an enterprise,
and the agent nevertheless carries it on and contrary to e xpectations makes a profit, the
principal cannot then ignore his own revocation and claim the profit.3°

205. Where there is an express on implied contact that the agency

for revocation by
Compensation	 should be continued for any period of time, the principal

principal or renon- must make compensation to the agent, or the agent to the
	ciaüon by agent.	 principal, as the case may be for any previous revoca-

tion or renunciation of the agency without sufficient cause.

Compensation for revocation.—By this section "the principal is bound to make
compensation to the agent whenever there is an express or implied contract that the

Lak,nichand v. Chotooran i (1900) 24 Born.
403.

In re hare & O'More'r Coniro,ct (1901) 1
Ch. 93, Warlow v harrison (1859) 1 E. &
E. 309.

28 Taylor v. Bowers (1876) 1 Q.B.D. 291.

29 Read v. Anderson (1884) 13 Q.B, Div. 779,
783.

31 Hariho.r Prasad Singh v. Kesho Pra.yad
Singh, (1925) 93 I.C. 454, 605, ('25) A.P.
68.
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agency shall be continued for any period of time. This would probably always be the case
when a valuable consideration had been given by the agent. 31

In the absence of an express or implied contract, the mere undertaking of the agency
is not a sufficient ground for compensation. A employed B as his sole agent for the sale
of A's coal for seven years. B was not entitled to compensation when A closed his colliery
and ceased to supply coal before the end of the term of seven years. The House of Lords
held that in the absence of a special term in the contract that A should continue to supply
coal during the term, there was no implied obligation on A to carry on business for the
benefit of the agent..32

There is a class of cases of which an agent for sale, having proceeded far enough
in the transaction to be entitled in commission on its completion, has been deprived of
his commission by the principal putting an end to the whole matter. But these cases do
not depend on the rule here laid down, or on any rule peculiar to the law of agency. They
are examples of the rule that one party to a contract must not prevent another from per-
forming his part (ss. 53, 67 above), or "each party is entitled to the full benefit of his
contract without hindrance from the other." 33 See further the commentary on sec. 219
below.

Sufficient Cause.—Where a principal refuses to pay the agent his remuneration
without sufficient cause, or uses inexcusable language, or uses physical violence, an
agent could be said to have a sufficient cause to terminate the agency.

206. Reasonable notice must be given of such revocation or renuncia-
Notice of revo- tion; otherwise the damage thereby resulting to the prin-

Lion 01 renuncia-
tion.

	

	 cipal or the agent, as the case may be, must be made
good to the one by the other.

Notice before revocation..— An authority given by two or more principals jointly
may be determined by notice of revocation or renunciation being given by or to any one
of the principals. This section provides for giving notice before revoking the authority.
If authority revoked without notice, damage, if any, to agent will have to be made good.

Revocation and	 207. Revocation and renunciation may be ex-
renunc
beeed may pressed or may be implied in the conduct of the principalor
implied,	 or agent respectively.

Illustration

A empowers B to let A's house, Afterwards A lets it himself. This is an implied revo-
cation of B's authority.

Form of revocation/renunciation.—There is no special form. It may be express or
specific or implied by conduct. See sec. 201. According to Madras High Court 3" no
notice is required to be given when agency is not for a fixed duration. So where there
is no express or implied contract that the agency should be continued for any specific
period, the principal is entitled to terminate agency without any obligation to give a rca-

' Per Cur. in Vishrsacharya v, Ramchandra 	 33 Pricker: v. Bud&er (1856) 1 C.B.N.S. 296.
(1881) 5 Born. 253, 256. 	 34 Bright Bros (P) Ltd v. J. K. Sayani A.I.R.

32 Rhodes v. Forwood (1876) 1 App. Ca. 256, 	 1976 Mad. 35
per Lard Penzance at p. 272.
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sonable notice. The court emphasized that the expression "such revocation or renuncia-
tion" occuring in S. 206 necessarily makes that Section applicable to the cases governed
by S. 205 only and not to every revocation or renunciation dealt with by the Act.

	

When rmina-	 208. The termination of the authority of an agent
tion of agents does not, so far as regards the agent, take effect before itauthority	 takes
effect as to agent, becomes known to him, or, so far as regards third per-
and as to third per-
sons.	 sons, before it becomes known to them.

Illustrations

(a) A directs B to sell goods for him, and agrees to give B 5 per cent commission
on the price fetched by the goods. A afterwards, by letter, revokes B's authority. B, after
the letter is sent, but before he receives it, sells the goods for 100 rupees. The sale is bind-
ing on A, and B is entitled to five rupees as his commission.

(b) A, at Madras, by letter, directs B to sell for him some cotton lying in a ware-
house in Bombay, and afterwards, by letter, revokes his authority to sell, and directs B
to send the cotton to Madras. B, after receiving the second letter, enters into a contract
with C, who knows of the first letter, but not of the second, for the sale to him of the
cotton. C pays B the money, with which B absconds. C's payment is good as against A.

(c) A directs B, his agent, to pay certain money to C. A dies, and /) takes out probate
to his will. B, after As death, but before hearing of it, pays the money to C. The payment
is good as against D, the executor.

Time from which revocation operates.—Revocation by the act of the principal
takes effect as to the agent from the time when the revocation is made known to him;
and as to third persons when it is made known to them, and not before. (S.A. s. 470.1 It
stands to reason that termination should operue when it is known to the agent or the third
person, as the case may be. The reason is that for want of notice, he should not be prej-
udiced.

Except as to illustration (c), which removes an anomaly, this section is in accor-
dance with the Common Law. When A trades as S's agent with B's authority (even
though the business be carried on in A' name, if the agency is known in fact), all parties
with whom A makes contracts in that business have a right to hold B liable to them until
B gives notice to the world that A's authority is revoked; and it makes no difference if
an a particular case the agent intended to keep the contract on his own account."

209. When an agency is terminated by the principal dying or becom-
Agents duty ing of unsound mind, the agent is bound to take, on

on termination
agency by princi-of behalf of the representatives of his late principal, all rea-
pal's death or sonable steps for the protection and preservation of the
Lnsanity.

interests entrusted to him.

Agent to protect the interest of the legal representatives of the principal.—An
agency is terminated under sec. 201 by the death of the principal. If the agent thereafter
continues in service of the principal's heirs, a new agency is created. There is nothing in
this section to indicate that the agency continues on the old terms. 36 See notes to sec.

" Truernan v, Loder (1840) ii A. & E. 589. 	 43 Cal. 248. 254-255,
36 Madhusudan v. Rakhal Chandra (1916)
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208 above. This section provides that after the death of the principal, although agency is
determined, the agent must take reasonable steps to protect the interests of the legal rep-
resentatives.

210. The termination of the authority of an agent causes the termina-
Termination of tion (subject to the rules herein contained regarding the

sub-agent's author- termination of an agent's authority) of the authority of
all sub-agents appointed by him.

Automatic termination of sub-agent's authority.

Agent's Duty to Principal

211. An agent is bound to conduct the business Of his principal
Agent's duty in according to the directions given by the principal, or, in

conducting pr'ncl- the absence of any such directions, according to thepal's business.	
custom which prevails in doing business of the same

kind at the place where the agent conducts such business. When the agent
acts otherwise, if any loss be sustained, he must make it good to his prin-
cipal, and, if any profit accrues, he must account for it.

Illustrations

(a) A, an agent engaged in carrying on for B a business, in which it is the custom
to invest from time to time, at interest, the moneys which may be in hand, omits to make
such investments. A must make good to B the interest usually obtained by such invest-
ment.

(b) B, a broker, in whose business it is not the custom to sell on credit, sells goods
of A on credit to C, whose credit at the time was very high. C, before payment, becomes
involvent. B must make good the loss A.

Additional Illustrations

(I) An agent, instructed to warehouse goods at a particular place, warehouses a por-
tion of them at another place, where they are destroyed, without negligence. He is liable
to the principal for the value of the goods destroyed. [Lilley v. Doubleday (1881) 7
Q.B.D. 510.]

(ii) An agent, instructed to insure goods, neglects to do so. lie is liable to the prin-
cipal for their value in the events of their being lost. [Smith v. Lascelles (1788) 2 T.R.
187.]

(iii) A broker, entrusted with goods for sale, sells them by auction at an inadequate
price, not having made an estimate of the value in accordance with the custom of the par-
ticular trade. He must make good the loss. [Soloman v. Barker (1862) 2 F. & F. 926, 121
R. R. 828.1

(iv) An auctioneer, contrary to the usual custom, takes a bill of exchange in pay-
ment of the price of goods sold. He is liable to the principal for the amount of the bill
in the event of its being dishonoured. [Ferrers. v. Robins (1835) 2 C.M. & R. 152j

Obey directions.—The first part of this section contains a rule which is funda-
mental to a contract of agency. An agent must therefore comply with the directions of
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his principal. If the directions of the principal are capable of two or more interpretations,
he should either act under section 214 or he should act in a accordance with the inter-
pretation which he honestly and fairly believes to be correct and proper?

An agent is however,not bound to obey directions which are unlawful.'
Acts otherwise or departure from instruction.--In Bostock v. Jardine 

39
 the

defendants were authorised to buy a certain quantity of cotton for the plaintiff. "Instead
of complying with their instructions they bought a much larger quantity for the plaintiff
and divers other people," so that there was no contract on which the plaintiff could sue
as principal. Accordingly, "though a contract was made, it was not the contract the plain-
tiff authorised the defendants to make," and the plaintiff was entitled to recover back a
sum paid to the defendants on account of the purchase-money.'°

If. at a sale by auction without reserve, the auctioneer is instructed not to sell for less
than a certain price, he is not liable to the principal for accepting the highest bona fide
bid, though it may be lower than that price."

"If any loss be sustained "—measure of.—Where an agent in breach of his duty
sells his principal's goods below the limit placed upon them by the principal, the measure
of damages is the actual loss which the principal has sustained, and not the difference
between the price at which they are sold and the limit of price placed on the goods. Where
no loss is suffered, the principal is entitled at least to nominal damages, as the sale is
wrongful.'2

As regards remuneration, see section 220.
As to the duty to account for profits, see sec. 216 and commentary thereon.
As regards right to indemnity by agent see sections 222-226.
Customs of trade.--According to the custom of trade in Bombay, when a merchant

requests or authorises a firm to order and to buy and send goods to him from Europe, at
P. axed price, net free godown, including duty, or free Bombay harbour, anti no rate of
remuneration is specifically mentioned the firm is not bound to account for the price at
which the goods were sold to the firm by the manufacturer. And it does not make any
difference that the firm receives commission or trade discount from the manufacturer,
either with or without the knowledge of the merchant.43

A stock broker instructed to sell or purchase shares is required to do so in accor-
dance with the rules of the Stock Exchange.

Del credere agent.—A del credere agent is one who, in consideration of extra
remuneration, called a del credere commission, undertakes that persons with whom he
enters into contracts on the principal's behalf will be in a position to perform their
duties."' A del credere agency may be inferred from a course of dealing between the
principal and agent showing that extra remuneration was charged for the risk of bad

3' Woodhouse Etc. Ltd. v. Nigerian Produce
Marketing Ltd. (1972) A.C. 741 (771-77).

Is Cohen v. Kinell (1889) 22. Q.B.D. 680; T.
Cheshire v. Vaughan Bros. & Co (1920) 3
K.B. 240.
(1865) 3 H. & C. 700.

'° Beawnont v, Boulthee (1802) 7 Ves. 599,
608.

1 Bexwell v. Christie (1776) Cowp. 395,
42 Manchubhai v, Tad (1894) 20 Born. 633;

Chelapathi v. Surayya (1902) 12 M.L.J.
375; Math,a Das Mwsaddi La) v. Kishan
Chand RamfI Dos, (1925) 7 Lah. U. 84,
86 I.C. 567, ('25) A.L 332.
Paul Beier v. Chotalal Javerdas (1906) 30
Born. 1; Ram Dev v. Seth Kaku ('50) A.
East. Punj. p. 92

"Hawkins v. Pearse (1903) 9 Con,, Cu. 87.
41 Thomas Gabriel & Sons v. Churchill &

Sim (1914) 3 K.B. 1272, C.A.
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debts." A del credere agent incurs only a secondary liability towards the principal: he
is in effect a surety for the person with whom he deals to the extent of any default by
insolvency or something equivalent, 47 but not to the extent of a refusal to pay based on
a substantial dispute as to the amount due.'

Usage of the Bombay market known as the pakkl adat system.—The following
are the incidents of a contract entered into on pakki adat terms:—

(1) The pak.ka adatia has no authority to pledge the credit of the up-country con-
stituent of the Bombay merchant, and no contractual privity is established between the
up-country constituent and the Bombay merchant.

(2) The up-country constituent has no indefeasible right to the contract (if any)
made by the palcka adatia on receipt of the order, but the pakka adatia may enter into
cross-contracts with the Bombay merchant, either on his own account or on account of
another constituent, and thereby for practical purposes cancel the same.

(3) The pakka adazia is under no obligation to substitute a fresh contract to meet
the order of his first constituent.

The relation between the pakka adatia and the up-country constituent is not the rela-
tion of agent and principal pure and simple. The precise relation may thus be described
in the words of Jenkins, C.J.:-

"I think the contract between the parties was one of employment for reward, and
the incidents proved, appear to me to converge to the conclusion that the contract of a
pakka adaria, in circumstances like the present, is one whereby he undertakes or—to use
the word in its non-technical sense as businessmen on occasion do use it—guarantees that
delivery 'should, on due date, be given or taken at the price at which the order was
accepted, or difference paid: in effect he undertakes or guarantees to find goods for cash
or cash for goods or to pay the difference.

"I do not say that there is no relation of principal and agent between the parties at
any stage; there may be up to a point, and that this is legally possible is shown by Mellish,
U. in Ex Porte White49 where he speaks of 'a person who is an agent up to a certain
point.' So here there may have been that relation in its common meaning for the purpose
of ascertaining the price at which the order was to be completed, and to this point of the
transaction all the obligations of that relation perhaps apply. But when that stage is
passed, I think the relation is not that of principal and agent, but of the nature I have indi-
cated. Into this contract there is imported by the evidence of Custom no such element of
unreasonableness as would compel us to reject it on that score."° In Manual Raghu-
nath v, Radha Kison Ramjiwan,5  Macleod, Cl., said the only distinction between a
pakka adatia and a broker who is liable on his contract is that the former does not con-
tract as agent, but as principal; in other words, the pakka adatia undertakes business for
his principal bt the particular contracts by which he carries Out that business are his own
affair.

44 Shaw Woodcock (1827) 7 B. & C. 73.	 (1906) 30 Born. 205, in app. from (1905) 7
47 Thomw Gabriel & Sons v, Churchill &	 Born. L.R. 57; Bhagwandas v. Burjorji

Sim (1914) 3 KB. 1272; Rushalnw &	 (1917)45 LA, 29,32-33,42Bom,377-378.
Bolton v. Read (1955) 1 W.L.R. 146. 	 See also Kedarmal Bhuranw.l v. Surajnat

' Churchill v. Goddard (1937) 1 K.B. 92,	 Govindrar,t (1907) 33 Born. 364; Rain Dr,
101.	 v. Seth Kahu ('50) A. East Punj. 92; Shea
(1870-1871) L.R. 6 Ch. 397, at p. 403.	 Narain V. Bhallar.('SO) A.A. 352.

° Bhawandas Narotamdas V. Kanji Deoji	 31 (1921) 45 Born. 386.
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Usage of the Bombay market known as the kachhi adal system in cotton
business.—Under the kachhi adat system, when an adatia receives an order from an up-
country constituent for the sale or purchase of cotton, he sends for a broker and settles
the rate with him. The rate so settled 52 becomes from that moment binding upon both
the adatia and the broker, and the broker remains personally bound until he brings a party
willing to take up the contract. The broker in such a case adopts one of two ways: he
either procures a party willing to take up the contract and introduces him to the adazia,
and ti1e party and the adasLa thus exchange kabalas (contracts) with each other; or, where
the .roker has gbt a contract of his own ready, he agrees to transfer it to the adatia and
brings together the adazia and the other party to his (broker's) contract, and these two
then exchange kcthalas with each other. If, when the party is brought to the adcflia the
market rate is the same as the rate settled by the adatia with the broker, the broker gets
no :iing beyond his commission. If, the market rate is less than the rate originally settled
b, the broker, the difference between the two rates has to be borne by the broker and paid

the person with whom the original rate was settled. If, on the other hand, it is more,
..that person has to bear the difference and pay it to the broker. There is nothing unrea-
sonable in such a usage.53

212. An agent is bound to conduct the business of the agency with as
Skill and diii- much skill as is generally possessed by persons engaged

agent. required in similar business, unless the principal has notice of his
want of skill. The agent is always bound to act with rea-

sonable diligence, and to use such skill as he possesses; and to make corn-
pensadcn to his principal in respect of the direct consequences of his own
neglect, want of skill or misconduct, but not in respect of loss or damage
which are indirectly or remotely caused by such neglect, want of skill or
misconduct.

I11usrations

(a) A, merchant in Calcutta, has an agent, B, in London, to whom a sum of money
is paid on A's account, with orders to remit. B retains the money for a considerable time.
A, in consequence of not receiving the money, becomes insolvent. B is liable for the
money and interest from the day on which it ought to have been paid, according to the
usual rate, and for any further direct loss—as, e.g. by variation of rate of exchange—but
not further.

(b) A. an agent for the sale of goods, having authority to sell on credit, sells to B
on credit, without making the proper and usual inquiries as to the insolvency of B. B, at
the time of such sale, is involvcnt. A must make compensation to his principal in respect
of any loss thereby sustained.

(c) A, an insurance broker, employed by B to effect an insurance on a ship, omits
to see that the tsual clauses are inserted in the policy. The ship is afterwards lost. In con-

The rates are settled in consequence of con-	 tion to call for margin in the Bombay
stant fluctuation in the market, which may	 Cotton Market, Devshi v. Bhikamchand
rise or fall every two minutes,	 (1926) 29 Born, L.R. 147, 100 I.C. 993,

53 Faku-chand Laichand v. Doolub Govindji	 ('27) A.B. 125.
(1905) 7 Born. L.R. 213. As to thcdiscre.
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sequence of the omission of the clauses nothing can recovered from the underwriters. A
is bound to make good the loss to B.

(d) A, a merchant in England, directs B, his agent, at Bombay, who accepts the
agency, to send him 100 bales of cotton by a certain ship. B, having it in his power to
send the cotton, omits to do so. The ship arrives safely in England. Soon after her arrival,
the price of cotton rises. B is bound to make good to A the profit which he might have
made by the 100 bales of cotton at the time the ship arrived, but not any profit he might
have made by the subsequent rise.

Use of skill.—"When a skilled labourer, artisan, or artist is employed, there is, on
his part, an implied warranty that he is of skill reasonably competentto the art he under-
takes.. . . An express promise or express representation in the particular case is not nec-
essary. .. . The failure to afford the requisite skill which had been expressly or impliedly
promised is a breach of legal duty and therefore misconduct." And the employer is jus-
tified in dismissing an employee who shows himself incompetent, though he may have
been engaged for a term not expired. How far an agent employed in the general super-
vison of work has to answer for the skill and diligence of workers under him must
depend on the nature of the work and on local usage. An agent is bound to know so
much of the law material to the business in hand as will enable him to protect the prin-
cipal's interest, and make the transaction binding on the other party. 6 Every person
acting as a skilled aent is bound to bring reasonable skill and knowledge to the perform-
ance of his duties.

Reasonable diligence.—An agent is under a duty to act with reasonable diligence.
What is reasonable diligence, will depend upon the circumstances of each case. This rule
requires on the part of an agent the exercise of the requisite degree of care in the per-
formance of his duties. Failure to send the bill of lading within a reasonable time or fai-
lure to take special instructions in ease the specific instructions cannot be carried out or
failure to insure the goods may amount to acting without reasonable diligence.

The bank in remitting moneys must act as a prudent man would.$i But an agent
who is definitely authorised to enter into a particular transaction is not liable to the prin-
cipal for any loss which may be suffered in consequence of the imprudent nature of the
transactions;" nor is he liable for the consequence of a mere mistake or error of judg-
ment provided he exercises such care and skill as may be reasonably expected under the
circum stance s.6°

Payment of Compensation.—A gratuitous agent is liable for any loss sustained by
his principal through the gross negligence of the agent. 6 ' As stated in the section the
loss is recoverable only if it is the direct consequence of the agent's negligence. 6" In a
case before the Supreme Court' .' the agent had been directed to insure the goods against
fire, which he failed to do. Owing to an explosion in the Bombay docks the goods were

Harmer v. Cornelius (1858) 5 C.B.N.S.	 59 Overend v. Gibb (1872) L.R. 5 H.L. 480.
236, 116 R.R. 654, Cur, per Wiles, J. 	 60 Lagunas Nitrate Co. v. Lagunas Syndicate
Nagemdra Nath Singha v. Nagendra Bala 	 (1899) 2 Ch. 392.
Chowdhurani (1926) 43 Cal. L.J. 479; 97	 61 Agnew v. Indian Carrying Co. (1865) 2
I.C. 200, ('26) A.C. 988.	 M.H.C. 449.

56 NeiLon v. James (1882) 9 Q.B. Div. 546.	 62 Narayan Deo v. Ilanwnaitrha (1950) Cut.
' Lee v. Walker (1872) L.R. 7 C.P. 121. 	 174. ('50) A. Orissa 241.
Bank of Bihar v. Tata Scob Dealers Ltd.	 63 Pannalal Jankidas v. Mohanlal ('51)
('60) A. Cal. 475.	 A.S.C. 144.
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destroyed. Under a fire insurance policy, such a loss would not be recoverable, but Gov-
ernment passed an Ordinance that compensation for goods which were Insured would be
fully paid, and only half the value of goods would be paid, if the goods were not insured.
The agent obtained half the value of the goods from Government, and it was held that
he was liable to compensate the principal for the other half, as the loss inflicted upon the
principal was the direct consequence of the agent not insuring the goods as directed.

Agent's	 213. An agent is bound to render proper accounts
to his principal on demand.

Agent's duty to account.—This section embodies a rule of rendering proper
accounts to the principal. This rule therefore implies a duty on the part of an agent (I)
to keep the property, effects and money of his principal separate from his own and from
those of others and (ii) to keep and maintain proper accounts of the dealings, transactions,
property and money of the principal. This may involve keeping special forms of accounts.

The duty to render accounts is to the principal and therefore not to a third person.
It is not discharged by merely delivering to the principal a set of written accounts without
attendinp to explain them with the vouchers by which the items of disbursement are sup-
ported . 6 If an agent neglects to keep proper accounts, everything consistent with estab-
lished facts will be presumed against him in the event of his being called upon for an
account of the agency.65 "The principle is well established that an agent entrusted with
money or goods by a principal to be applied on his principal's account cannot dispute the
principal's title unless he proves a better title in a third person and that he is defending
on behalf of and with the authority of the third person. The same principle controls the
relation of bailor and bailee,

A principal may enforce his right to demand accounts by a suit.
Where two or more co-sharers employ an agent, one of the co-sharers can file a suit

for accounts making the other co-sharers defendants, if they are unwilling to join as
plaintiffs."' A principal can enforce his remedy by following the property representing
his money or goods in the hands of a third party."°

When a minor comes to Court to have an account taken as between himself and his
agem and it is found on taking that account that the agent has made certain advances to
the guardian, and advances have been applied for the benefit of the minor, the agent
ought to be allowed these advances in taking the accounts. Here the ?laintiff seeks relief
from a Court administering equity, and he must do equity himself.

Where an agent enters into contract with a third person in his own name, and sub-
sequently sues on the contract and obtains a decree, the principal is not entitled to main-
tain a suit for a declaration that he is beneficially interested in the decree and -to recover
the amount from the judgment-debtor. That the principal is entitled to an amount from
the agent does not entitle him to maintain a suit of this kind. He could have adopted the

64 Chidambaram v. ?khappa (1907) 30 Mad.
243.

65 Annoda Persad v, Dwarknath (1881) 6
Cal, 754. See also Ram Das v. 1)hagwat
Das (1904) 1 All. U, 347; Ma4husu4an v.
Rakhal (1916) 43 Cal. 248, 259.260.

fA Gray v. Haig (1854) 20 Beav. 219.
67 Bhawani Singh v. Maulvi Misbah-ud.din

(1929) 56 I.A. 170, 10 Lah. 352. 31 Born.
L.R. 762, 115 I.C. 729, ('29) A.P.C. 119.
Diamber v. Kallynath, 7 Cal. 654.

9 Charu Chandra v. Sital Prasad ('49) A.C.
656.

70 Chedworth v. Edwards (1802) 8 V4. 46.
"Su?endra Nath Sarkar v. Atul Chandra Ray

(1907) 34 Cal. 892.
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contract and sued on it himself; after a decree is passed for the agent, he is too late.72

Suit by agent against principal.--Ordinarily an agent cannot file a suit against the
Principal for accounts, but in exceptional cases, as when he cannot claim a specific sum
without the principal's accounts being gone into, he is entitled to file a suit for accounts
against the principal.73

Legal representatives of agent.—Upon the death of an agent, his legal representa-
tives are not bound to render accounts under this section, They would be liable to pay
the dues of the principal out of the estate of the deceased agent. 74

Liability to account bribe or Secret Commission received by agent.—To accept
bribe or secret commission is inconsistent with the duty of even non-fiduciary agent and
he cannot during the course of his agency be allowed to makeprofit out of his crime, as
the House of Lords decided in Reading v. Attorney General where an army sergeant
was held accountable to the Crown for sums which he had illegally made for his assis-
tance in smuggling illicit goods into Cairo as his presence in official uniform enabled the-
lorry carrying such goods to pass without being searched by the police.

See also the commentary on sec. 218 post.
Right of Agent to sue his principal for accounts.—The Supreme Court in Naran-das Gajiwala V. S.P.A.M. Papainmal76 observed that the Indian Contract Act doe. not

provide the right of agent to sue the principal for accounts. But the said Act is not exhjs-
Live and guidance may be taken from the English Law where an agent has a right to have
an account taken. There may be special circumstances rendering it equitable that the prin-
cipal should account to the agent, e.g. where all the accounts are in the possession of the
principal and the agent does not possess accounts to determine his claims for commission
against his principal.

214. It is the duty of an agent in cases of difficulty, to use all reason-
Agenz'	 able diligence in communicating with his principal, andrnr2cate With 

in seeking to obtain his instructions.

Duty to communicate,—This section Jays down an important duty of the agent to
communicate with the principal for the pm-poses of obtaining his instructions,

In cases of difficulty the agent must use all reasonable diligence in communicating
with the principal and obtain his instructions.

In an emergency, it may not be possible to communicate with the principal, and in
such a case he should act in accordance with the rule contained in see, 189.

215. If an agent deals on his own account in the business of the

pal
Right of princi- agency, without first obtaining the consent of his princi-when .aont 

pal and acquainting him with all material circumstancesdeals, on
account in busi- which have come to his own knowledge on the subject,fleS6ofgeny 

the principal may repudiate the transaction, if the casewidmi
Consent	 shows either that any material fact hs been dish teStiy

Dovam v. Jaha.rmigll (1913) 40 Cal. 	 649.
335.	 73 (1951) A.C. 507 = (1951) 1 All E.R. 617;3 Lakshmfjf Sugar Mills Co. Lid. v, Banwari 	 cf., Lister &. Co. v. Stubbs (1890) 45 Ch.
La! ('59) A.A. 546.	 Di.

74 Purshoizajn v. RWTh(TLSAflO. 46 Born. L.R.	 76 A.I.R. 1967 S.C. 333.
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:oncealed from him by the agent, or that the dealings of the agent have
een disadvantageous to him.

Illustrations

(a) A directs 3 to sell A's estate. B buys the estate for himself in the name of C. An discovering that B has bought the estate for himself, may repudiate the sale, if he can
ow that B has dishonestly concealed any material fact, or that the sale has been dis-

ivantageous to him.

(b) A directs B to sell A's estate. B, on looking over the estate before selling it, finds
mine on the estate which is unknown to A. B informs A that he wishes to buy the estate
r himself, but conceals the discovery of the mine. A allows B to buy in ignorance ofe existence of the mine. A, on discovering that B knew of the mine at the time he bought
e estate, may either repudiate or adopt the sale at his option.

Agent not to deal on his own account.—This section and the next section are based
on an assumption that an agent owes fiduciary duties to his principal viz. complete b.y and hence an agent cannot be allo 	

y-
wed to deal on his own account in the business of

agency except with the previous con s
ent of the principal obtained after a full disclo-

re of all material facts. An agent having a duty to discharge duty to his principal cannot
permitted to enter into engagements wherein he has a personal interest which is likely
conflict with the interer of his principal. As observed by the House of Lords "Nev-
heless, ven if the possibility of conflict is present bet'.sicen personal interest and the
Uciaty position the rule of equity must be applied. 77 This would be so even though
agent acts in good faith and without fraud."

Authoritative illustrations of the principle here laid down might be multiplied almost
efinitely from the English reports. The kind of case given in illustration (a) is the most
nmon, but there is no doubt that the rule is general. "Where an agent employed to sell
:omes himself the purchaser, he must show that this was with the knowledge and con-
it of his employer, or that the price paid was the full value of the property so pur-,
sed; and this must be shown with the utmost clearness and beyond all reasonable

"It is an axiom of the law of principal and agent that a broker , employed to sell
nut hircisif become the buyer, nor can a broker employed to buy become himself the
er, without distinct notice to the principal, so that the latter may object if he thinks
per.''79

For like reasons an agent for sale or purchase must not act for the other party at the
e time, or take a commission from him unknown to the principal,"' or settle any
magainst the principal on exorbitant terms thereby to increase his o

wnprofit. 81 An
v. Phipps (1967) 2A,C. 46:

966) 3 All E.R. 721: (1966) 3 W.L.R.
109:
)Td Lyndhurst, Charter v. Trevelyan
844) 11 Cl. & F. at p. 732; 65 R.R. at p.
5. In India it seems to be an ordinary
:estion of fact, see Ran2eshardas Benrasi-
s v. Tan.soo/cjjyaj Bashesharlal 102 IC.

366, ('27) A.S. 195.
79 Willies, J.. in Molleit v, Robinson (1870)

LR, S CP. at p. 655.
° Grant V . Gold exploration etc., Syndicate

of British Colwnbja (1900) 1 QB, 233,
Marhra Das Jagan Nath v. Jiwapz Mal-
Gian Chartd (1927) 9 Lah. 7.
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agent must give his principal "the free and unbiassed-us of his own discretion and
judgment." 82

Rights of Principal.—Where an agent has dealt on his own account, the principal
may either repudiate the transaction under this section. Or he may affirm the transaction
and claim the benefits resulting from the transaction, under sec. 216.

A principal who seeks to set aside a transaction on the ground that the provisions
of the section have been violated must take proceedings for that purpose within a reason-
able time after becoming aware of the circumstances relied on as otherwise he may be
deemed to have acquiesced. 8'

Besides the aforesaid rights, the principal may also claim damages for loss caused
to him. The agent would not be entitled to claim his remuneration pursuant to the pro-
visions of section 220.

216. If an agent, without the knowledge of his principal, deals in the
Principal's	 business of the agency on his own account instead of onright	 to benefit

gained by agent account of his principal, the principal is entitled to claim
dealing on his own from the agent any benefit which may have resulted toaccount in his busi-
ness of agency.	 him from the transaction.

Illustration

A, directs, B, his agent, to buy a Certain house for him. B tells 4 ii cannot be bought,
and buys the house for himself. A may, on discovering that B has bought the house,
compel him to sell it to A at the price he gave for it.

Additional illustration
A. acting as B's agent, agrees with C for the sale to him of fifty maunds of grain

for future delivery. A delivers his own grain to C as against the contract. Subseucni1y
he receives grain from B for delivery to C under the contract, which he sells in the : marketat a profit. B may, on discovering these facts, claim the profit from A. [Damodar Das v.
Sheoram Das ('1907) 29 All. 730.1

Principal's rights to profits,—"lt may be laid down as general principle that in all
cases where a person is, either actually or constructively, an agent for other persons, all
profits and advantages made by him in the business, beyond his ordinary compensation,
are to be for the benefit of his employers": S.A. sec. 211, adopted by the Court of
Queen's Bench. 84 It is immaterial that in acquiring the profit the agent may have run the
risk of loss,8 and that the principal may have suffered no injury. 86 Accordingly, if an
agent for sale receives a share of commission or extra profit from the buyer's agent with-
out the knowledge of his own principal, the principal can recover the sum of money
received to his use. Such extra profit or commission is called a secret profit or bribe. The
agent and the briber are jointly and severally liable for any loss actually sustained by the
principal, e.g. a fraucfulcnt addition to the price of the goods in order to provide the secret

Clarke v. Tipping (1846) &ay . 284, 292.
Wentworth V . Lloyd (1864) 10 H.L. Cas
589.
Morison v. Thompson (1874) L.R. 9 Q.B
480, 485; Official Assignee v. R.M.P.VM

Firm (1929) 7 Rang. 61.
83 Wiltia,,',s v Stevens (1866) L.R. I P.C. 352.
86 Parker v. McKenna (1874) L. R. JO Ch. 96;

Kaluroin Bhola,ani v. Chimanj,am Motilal
(1934) 36 Born. L.R. 68.
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commission. Interest Is recoverable on bribes and on all secret profits received by the

agent.'7
Forfeiture of commission.—An agent who has wrongfully dealt on his own

account is obviously not entitled to recover any commission for the transaction even if
the principal adopts it, for the principal could forthwith recover it back from him under
this section. Moreover, he has no authority to make a contract with himself, and therefore
has earned nothing as agent.'

Disclosure to principal.—A transaction of this kind may be approved or ratified by
the principal," but it must be upon full disclosure. It is not enough for the agent to tell
the principal that he has some interest of his own. He must disclose all material facts, and
be prepared to show that full information was given and the agreement made with perfect
good faith. Notice sufficient to put the principal on inquiry will not do. 9° Thus where an
agent employed to buy goods sells his own goods to the principal at a price higher than
the prevailing market rates, the principal is entitled to repudiate the transaction, and he
is not bound by a ratification made in the absence of knowledge that the agent was selling
his own goods and was charging him in excess of the market price,91

An agreement between an agent and a third person which comes within the terms
of the present section, or in any way puts the agent's interest in conflict with his duty,
is not enforceable unless the principal chooses to ratify it. Where a rneh:a (clerk), without
the knowledge of his master, agreed with his master's brokers to receive a percentage,
called sucri, on the brokerage earned by them in respect of transactions carried out
through them by the mehza's master, and no express consideration was alleged or proved
by the mehta, the Court refused in imply as a consideration an agreement by the me/na
to induce his master to carry on business through those brokers, and was of opinion that
such an agreement would be inconsistent with the duty a servant Owes to his master. 92

Agent selling his pre-agency property to principal.--It was decided in an English
case93 that an agent who without disclosure sells to his principal property which he had
purchased before the cornencement of the agency is not liable for the profit he has
made. The Bombay High Court has held that sec. 216 makes no such qualification on the
liability of an agent. In such a case the agent is liable for the difference between the price
at which he supplies the goods to the principal and the market value at the date, i.e.
the true value of the goods at that date.

217. An agent may retain, out of any sums received on account of the
Agent's right principal in the business of the agency, all moneys due to

Of Tetainer
sums rectivout of himself in respect of advances made or expenses pro-
principars account. perly incurred by him in conducting such business, and
also such remuneration as may be payable to him for acting as agent.

Tota Ram v. Zalim Singh (1939) A.LJ.
1065, 187 I.C. 277. ('40) A.A. 69,

U SalomansvPender(1865)3 H.&C.639:
34 L.J. Ex. 95:159 E.R. 652; Jo chi.'rson v.

Meghjee VallabMas (1909) 34 Born. 292.
*9 Re Haslam (1902) 1 Ch. 765.
90 Gluc/cstem v. Barnes (1900) A.C. 240.
91 Damodhar Das v. Sheoram Das (11907) 29

All, 730.

92 Vinayakrav v. Ransorda.s (1870) 7 Born.
H.C.R.O.C. 90.

93 In re Cape Brelon Co. (1885) 29 Ch. D.
795 C.A. doubted in Re Olympia Ltd.
(1898) 2 Ch. 153 but followed in Ijinland
v. Earle (1902) A.C. 83;
Kaluram Bholararn v. Chimniram Modal
(1934) 36 Born. L.R. 68.
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Agent to retain his dues out of Principal's moneys.—The right conferred in terms
by this section is in the nature of retainer, and assumes the agent to have money for which
he is accountable to the principal in his hands or under his control. Sec. 221 below further
gives the agent a possessory lien on the principal's property in his custody. Nothing in
the Act expressly gives him an equitable lien, i.e. a right to have his claims satisfied, in
priority to general creditors, out of specific funds of the principal which are not under his
control. Such a right, however, may exist in particular cases, In the special case of a solic-
itor it is well settled that a judgment which he has obtained for his client by his labour
or his money should stand, so far as needful, as security for his costs, and he is entitled
to have its proceeds pass through his hands. The Court will not allow any collusive
arrangement between parties to deprive the solicitor of his benefit.95

Right of retainer can be exercised provided the agent has received moneys on
account of his principal. The 'expenses' are qualified by the condition that they should
have been properly, incurred in conducting such business. The 'remuneration' has the
qualification of "being payable to him for acting as agent" for which see sections 219
and 220.

Agent's duty to	 218. Subject to such deductions, the agent is bound
pay sums received	

pay to his principal all sums received on his account.or principal.	 to

Agents' duty to pay to Principal.—Any amount which an agent receives on beh
of the principal has to be paid to the principal. This rule is subject to the provisions of
sees. 217 and 219, i.e., right of retention and detention in respect of the advances, expen-
ses and remuneration.

Mode of payment.—It follows from his rule that an agent to receive money has gen-
erally no authority to rece i ve anything else as equivalent. As between the principal and
a third person, a set-off or balance of account between that person and the agent inI is
own right is not a good payment to the agent on behalf of the principal. The debtor 'must
pay in such a manner as to facilitate the agent in transmitting the money to his principaL"9

Payments in respect of illegal transaction.—If an agent receives money on his
principal's behalf under an illegal or void contract, the agent must account to the prin-
cipal for the money so received and cannot Set up the illegality of the contract as a jus-
tification for withholding pa'ment, which illegality the other contracting paiy had
waived by paying the money. Upon this principle it has been held that an agent receiv-
ing money due to the principal under a wagering coniract, is bound under the provi-
sions of this section to pay the same to the principal. But this rule does not apply where
the contract of agency is itself illegal.99

1 19 . In the absence of any special contract, payment for the per-
When Agent's formance of any act is not due to the agent until the corn-
uneraon	

plerion of such act; but an agent may detain moneysbecomes due.	

received by him on account of goods sold, although the

95 Ex pane Morrison (1868) L.R. Q.B. 153, 	 639; Palaniappa Chettiar v. Chokalingam
156. See Cullianji Sangjibhoy v, Raghowji 	 Chettiar (1921) 44 Mad. 334.
VijpaI (1906) 30 Born. 27.	 98 Bhola Nath v, Mul Chant!, supra.

96 Pearson v. Scott (1878) 9 Ch. D. 102, 108.	 99 Sykes v, Beadon (1879) 11 Ch. Ur 170.
' Bhola Nath Y. Mu! Chand (1903) 25 All.

CA '1P
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whole of the goods consigned to him for sale may not have been sold, or
although the sale may not be actually complete.

"Special contract,"—When there is an express contract providing for the remun-
eration of the agent, the amount of the remuneration and conditions under which it
becomes pa yable must primarily be ascertained from the terms of that contract.' In the
absence of a special contract, the right to remuneration and conditions under which it is
payable are held in English law to depend on the custom or usage of the particular bus-
iness in which the agent is employed.2 The words "special contract" in this section
include a contract arising by implication from custom or usage. The same principle
applies in India.3

"Completion of such act."—" 'The question whether or not an agent is entitled to
commission . . . has repeatedly been litigated and it has usually been decided that, if the
relation of buyer and seller is really brought about by the act of the agent, he is entitled
to commission, although the actual sale has not been effected by him." 4 In other words,
the commission becomes due if the..broker has induced in the party for whom he acts the
contracting mind, the willingness to open negotiations upon a reasonable basis. 5 A
broker employed to procure a loan on property becomes entitled to his commission if he
finds a party willing to advance the money, even "if the contract were afterwards to go
off from the caprice of the lender, or from the infirmity of the title." 6 He must show
that the contract was brought about as a direct result of his intervention, although he may
not have been the first or only source of the principal's information. 7 It is not sufficient
to show that the transaction would not have been entered into but for his services, but he
must go further and show that the transaction was the direct consequence of the agency.'

Agent prevented from earning remuneration.—If in breach of a contract, express
or implied, with an agent, the principal, by refusing to complete a transaction or other-
wise, prevents the 4agent from earning remuneration, the agent is entitled to damages. 9 If
an agent seeks to claim damages from his principal, he must show that the principal has
broken a term of the contract."' Appellant companies wished to dispose of a certain
property and agreed to pay the respondent a commission on the completion of the sale
to any Purchaser whom he could introduce. He introduced a willing and able purchaser
but the appellant Companies then decided to effect the transaction they had in mind by
a sale of the shares of the companies and not to proceed wan 6w, 	 of Ute property.

I Green v. Mules (1861) 30 L.J.C.P. 343; (if
it is agreed that commission shall be pay-
able only in the event of success, the agent
cannot claim a quantum ineriAt in the
absence of success); Cutter v. Powell
(1795) 6 T.R. 320; Clack v. Wood (1882) 9
Q.B.D. 276; Ayyanna:h C/wily v. Sabra-
mania Iyer (1923) 45 Mad. L.J. 409 lbrok-
erage payable if title approved].

2 Read v. Rann (1830) 10 B. & C. 438;
Baring v. Stanton (1876) 3 Ch. D. 502.

3 Setchidananda Dull v. Nritya Nath Miller
(1923) 50 Cal. 878.
Per Erie, C.J., in Green v. Bartlett (1863)
14 C.B.N.S, 68).

Municipal Corporation of Bombay v.
Cuverji Hirji (1895) 20 Born. 124; Abdulla
v. Anjinendra (1950) S.C.R. 30, ('50)
A.S.C. 15.

6 Fisher v. Drewlu (1878-79) 48 L.J. Ex. 32;
Elias v. Govind (1902) 30 Cal. 202.
Jordan v, Ram Chandra Gupta (19(4) S
C.W.N. 831.
l3urchell v. Gowie & Blockhouse Collieries
Ltd. (3910) A.C. 614: 80 L.J. P.C. 41.

9 Turner v, Goldsmith (1891) 1 Q.B. 541;
Mehia v. Casswnbhaj (1922)24 Born. L.R.
847.

° Luxor (Eastbourne) Ltd. v. Cooper (1941)
A.C. 108: (1941) 1 All E.R. 33.
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It was contended that there ought to be implied in the agreement with the respondent a
term that the appellants would not without just cause so act as to prevent him from earn-
ing his Commission. However the House of Lords held that there can be no implied term
that the vendor will not refuse to go with a proposed sale so long as matters are still in
negotiation and no binding contract has been made between the vendor and the purchaser.T
here was, therefore, no breach of contract by the appellant companies and they were not

Liable to respondent in damages. In a case where the contract provides that the agent
would be paid his remuneration on Completion of the transaction, there cannot be implied
a term that the principal would not prevent the agent from having an opportunity to earn
his remuneration.'° It is not probable that the principal would fetter his freedom of
choice by binding himself vis-a-vis his agent not to withdraw from the negotiations whilehe was free vis-a-vis the intending purchaser to withdraw at any time for any reason.'°
To imply such a term would be tantamount to giving a subordinate contract greater impor-
tance or dominance than to the main contract. This does not stand to reason.'°

Quantum meruit remuneratjon..._Whether the parties intended to give to the
agent reasonable remuneration or a fixed remuneration depends upon the facts of each
case. Ordinarily if an intending purchaser withdraws before or at 

the time of the com-
pletion of the sale, the vendor may (1) forfeit the earnest money or (ii) sue for specific
performance or (iii) sue for damages. In the last two categories, the agent would be entit-
led to his remuneration but in the first category, the agent would not be entitled to his
commission unless it is possible to infer that in any event parties intended to give rea-
sonable remuneration for his services, trouble and expense." 

In Boot v. E. Christopher& Co. 
agents were to be paid a percentage of the purchase price if they introduced a

person able and willing to purchase on the principal's term. Such an agreement was made
and a deposit was given by the third party to the agents. But the third party failed to com-
plete and directed the agents to hand the deposit to the principal. They did after deducting
what they claimed was their commission. The principal sued to recover the entire amount
from the hands of the agents without such deduction, It was held that the commission waspayable out of the purchase price which made expressly clear that sale had to be effected
before the agents were entitled to anything and so the principal was allowed to recover
the sum from the agent.

led to
Agent not emit-	

220. An agent who is guilty of misconduct in there	
business of the agency is not entitled to any remunera-misconducted.	
tion in respect of that part of the business which he has
misconducted.

Illustrations

(a) A employs B to recover 1,00,000 rupees from C, and to Jay i out on good secur-ity. B recovers the 1.00,000 rupees, and lays out 90,000 rupees on good security, but lays
out I0,000 rupees on security which he ought to have known to be bad, whereby 

A loses2,000 rupees. B 
is entitled to remuneration for recovering the 1.00,000 rupees and for

investing the 90,000 rupees. He is not entitled to any remuneration for investing the
10,000 rupees, and he must make good the 2,000 rupees to B [sic in the Act, but it shouldObviously be A].

11 Boots v. E. Christopher & Co. (1952) 1 Q.B. 89 (98-99).
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(b) A employs B to recover, 1,000 rupees from C. Through B's misconduct the

money is not recovered. B is entitled to no remuneration for his services, and must make

good the loss.

No remuneration if agent guilty of misconduct.— 'A principal is entitled to have

an honest agent, and it is only the honest agent who is entitled to any commission."
Accordingly where an agent for sale, having sold the property, retained half the deposit
as commission with the principal's consent, and also, without the principal's knowledge,
received a commission from the buyer, the agent was held liable not only to account for
the secret commission to the principal, but to return the usual commission, which he had

retained.' 2 But an agent who retains disoitpt received by. him from third persons, in
the honest belief that he is entitled to retainthem, does not thereby forfeit his commis-
sion, although he may be liable to account for the discounts as profits received without

the knowledge or consent of the principal.'3
Misconduct.—Misconduct of an agent may arise in various ways, such as unauihor-

ised acts, failure to render proper accounts,' 4 wrongfully delegating his duties," dishOn-

csty, 6 fraudulently overcharging his principal" sale to a company wherein he is a
director and a large shareholder" or receiving secret commiss i on from the other

221. In the absence of any contract to the contrary, an agent is entit-

Agent's lien on led to retain" goods, papers and other property,

PrinciPal S PTOP whether movable or immovable, of the principal
received by him, until the amount due to himself for

commission, disbursements and services in respect- of the same has been
paid or accounted for to him.

Possessory and Particular lien.—The hen claimable under this section is confined

to the commission, disbursements and services in respect of the specific property only in
respect whereof such commission is earned, disbursements are made and services are
rendered. The words "in i'espcct of the same" indicate that the lien is particular and not
general. The right of lien conferred by this section is possessory i.e. so tong as the agent

is in possession of the property, papers and goods. The possessory lien does not involve
the right to sell the goods,"' nor the right of stoppage in transit- The latter right arises

between seller and purchaser only.
But a lien cannot be acquired by a wrongful act. Nor when property is entrusted to

an agent for a special purpose, can the agent claim any lien, the existence of which is
inconsistent with such purpose?' In order that an agent may have a valid lien on prop-
erty in his hands, the following conditions must be satisfied: (1) there should be no

arrangement inconsistent with the retention of such property in the exercise of his lien;

izAndrews v. Ramsay & Co. (1903) 2 K.B.
635.

13 1tppisLey v. Knee Bros. (1905) 1 KB. 1.
14 While v. Lincoln (1803) 8 Ves. 363.
is Be-able  v. Dickerson (1885) 1 T.L.R. 654.
16 Rhodes ". Maralister (1923) 29 Corn. Cas.

19; Andrews v. Ramsay & Co. (1903) 2

K.B. 635.

11 NiledaIs Taendsiikfabrik v. Bruser (1906)
2 Ch. 671.

18 Salomons v. Perder (1865)31-1. & C. 639:
34 Li Ex. 95: 159 EA. 62.

19 Not sell: Mu! Chand-Sh lb Dhan v. S/leo
Ma! Sheo Parshad, 123 I.C. 867, ('29)

A.L. 666.
Buchanan v. Findlay (1829) 9 B. & C 738.
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(2) the property on which the right to lien is claimed should belong to the principal to
the knowledge of the agent; (3) it should have been received by the agent in his capacity
as agent during the course of his ordinary duties as agent and (4) the agent should he hold-
ing the property for and on behalf of his principal and not for and on account of any
known third party." See further on this subject the commentary on sec. 171.

Agent's lien,—One practical consequence of this rule is that a buyer of property
from an auctioneer, or other agent known to be in possession of the property and entitled
to a lien on it, cannot set up payment to the principal as a defence to an action for the
price at the suit of the agent. 22 Similarly, a subsequent charge given by the principal to
a third person will be postponed to a factor's lien. An auctioneer, employed to sell fur-
niture at the house of the owner, is sufficiently in possession of The furniture to entitle
him to a lien thereon for his charges and commission.23

How far lien effective against third persons.—.The lien, whether general or par-
ticular, of an agent attaches only on property in respect of which the principal has, as
against third persons, the right to create a lien, and, except in the case of money and
negotiable securities, is confined to the rights of the principal in the property at the time
when the lien attaches, and is subect to all rights and equities of third persons available
against the principal at that time.

Lien of subagents.—A sub agent who is employed by an agent without the author-
ity, express or implied, of the principal has no lien, either general or particular, as against
the principal. But a sub-agent who is properly appointed has the same right of lien
against the principal in respect of debts and claims arising in the course of the sub-
agency, on property coming into his possession in the course of the sub-agency, as he
would have had against the agent employing him if the agent had been the owner of the
property; and this right is not liable to be defeated by a settlement between the principal
and agent to which the sub-agent is not a Party. Z?

Lien how lost or extinguished.—The lien of an agent, being a mere right to retain
possession of the property subject thereto is, as a general rule, lost by his parting with
the possessions?4 But where possession is obtained from the agent by fraud, or is
obtained unlawfully and without his consent, his lien is not affected by the loss of pos-
session. An agent's lien is extinguished by his entering into an agreement, or acting in
any character, inconsistent with its continuance; and may be waived by conduct indicat-
ing an intention to abandon it. If the goods are accidentally destroyed, the lien is extin-
guished, but the agent is entitled to claim his commission against the principal?4

The lien of an agent is not affected by the circumstances that the remedy for recov-
ery of the debt or claim secured thereby becomes barred by the Statutes of Li!,Iitation,30
or that the principal becomes bankrupt or insolvent," not by any dealing by the princi-
pal with the property subject to the lien, 32 after the lien has attached.

Pesronji v. Ravjifaverchar.d ('33) A.S. 231
22 Robinson v. Rutter (1885)4 E. & B. 954.
23 Williams v. Millington (1788) 1 H.B1 81;

2 R.R. 724.
Cwthffe v. Blackburn Building Society
(1884) 9 App. Cas. 857.
London and County Bank v, Razclffe
(1881) 6 App. Cas 722, In re Liewdllin
(1891) 3 Ch. 145.

SolIy v, kathbone (3814) 2 M. & S. 298.
27 Fisher v: Smith (1878) 4 App. Cas. 1.
23 Bli,gh v. Davies (1860) 28 Beav. 211.
29 Kishun Dor y . Gane-shRarn ('50) AR 4S1.

Curwen. v. Milburn (1889) 42 Ch. Div.
424,

31 Lx porte Beau (1883) 24 Cli. Div, 408.
'2 West of England Bank v. Batchelor (1882)

51 U. Ch. 199.
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Principals Duty to Agent

Agent to be	 222. The employer of an agent is bound to indem-
indemnified
against consequen- nify him against the consequences of all lawful acts done
ces of lawful acts,	 by such agent in exercise of the authority conferred upon

him.
Illustrations

(a) B, at Singapur, under instructions from A of Calcult?, contrCcts with C to deliver

certain goods to him. A does not send the goods to B, and C sues B for breach of contract.

B.informs A of the Suit, and A authorises him to defend the suit. B defends the suit, and
is compelled to pay damages and costs, and incurs expenses. A is liable to B for such

damages, costs and expenses.
(b) B, a broker at Calcutta, by the orders of A, a merchant there, contracts with C

for the purchase of 10 casks of oil for A. Afterwards A refuses to receive the oil, and C

sues B. B informs A, who repudiates the contract altogether. B defends, but unsuccess-
fully, and has to pay damages and costs, and incurs expenses. A is liahl to B for such

damages, costs and expenses.

["For, there, i.e. Calcutta," in illustration (b), "we should probably read Singa-
pur": Whiteley Stokes's note, referring 10 S. 230. Or it must be assumed that in some
other way B has made himself personally liable on the contract.]

Limits of agent's indemnity.—"lf an agent has, without his own default, incurred
losses or damages in the course of transacting the business of his agency or in following
the instructions of his principal, he will be entitled to full compensation therefor. . . . But
is is not every loss or damage for which the agent will be. entitted to re-imbursement from
his principal. The latter is liable only for such losses and damages as are direct and
immediate, and naturally flow from the execution of the agency.' 

33

The right of indemnity extends to losses or liabilities incurred in the exercise of the
authority according to the rules and customs of the particular trade or market in which
the agent is author i sed to deal, provided the rule or custom in question is a reasonable
one, 34 or the principal had notice of it at the time when he conferred the authonty;" but
if the rule or custom is unlawful or unreasonable, and was unknown to the principal he
is under no liability to indemnify the agent against the consequences of acting on it?

The words "consequences of all lawful acts" would include payments which the
agent is compelled to make although the principal would not be liable to pay to third
person '37 a payment made an authorised but gratuitous one 38 or where the agent though

under a liability has as yet suffered no loss39 or where the agent made a paymenìt under
a mistake but reasonably.4°

S.A. a. 339 & 341 cited arguendo in
Duncan v. 11111. L.R. 8 Ex. at p. 244.

34 Dcn'is v. Howard (1890) 24 Q.B.D. 691 Lx
parte Bishop (1880) 15 Ch. Div. 400.

"Seymour v. Bridge (1885) 14 Q.B.D. 460.
36 Perry v, Barnett (1885) 15 Q.B. Div. 388;

Sheffield Corporation v. Barclay (1907)
A.C. 32.

37 Adams v. Morgan & Co. (1924) 1 K.B.

751 (payment of super tax).
39 l3riziain v. Lloyd (1845) 14 M. & W.762

(773).
39 Lcey v. (liii, Crowley's Claim, L.R.

(1874) 18 Eq. 182 (Stock brokcr's liabil-
it)').

40 Pewnanv.Keile (1850)9 C.B. 701 (expen-
ses 10 defend wion).
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Right to indemnity being restricted to "acts done lil exercise of the authority 

con-ferred upon him" would not apply to unauthorised acts, or due to his own 
negligence,default, insolvency or breach of duty.4'

Ratification by the principal will cure the
right to indemnify.42	 agent's default and restore his ordinary

"Lawful.".—A wagering contract is void, not unlawful (see 
S. 30). When thereforea suit is brought by a betting agent his principal to recover a loss on betting paid by the

agent, the principal cannot escape liability on the ground that the agent's act was 
Unlaw-ful.43

 See notes to sec. 30 under the head "Agreements collateral to wagering con-tracts."	 -

223. Where one person employs another to do an act, and the agentAgent to be does the act in good faith the employer is liable to indem-

ces

indemnified
	 nify the agent against the consequences of that act,of acts done in though it causes an injury to 

the rights of third persons.good faith,

Illustrations
(a) A. a decree-holder and en titled to execution of B's goods requires the officer ofThe Court to seize certain goods, representing them to be the goods of B. The officerseizes the goods, and is sued by C, the true owner of the goods. A is liable to indemnifythe officer for the sum which he is compelled

directions	 to pay to C in Consequence of obeying A's
(b) B, at the request of A, sells goods in the possession of A, but which 

A had noright to dispose of. B 
does not know this, and hands Over the proceeds of the sale to 

A.Afterwards C, the true owner of the goods, sues B and recovers the value of the goodsand costs. A is liable to i ndemnify B for what he has been compelled to pay C and forB's own expenses.

Unlawful Acts.—This section is based upon equity. If a person
, asks another to doan act, of which the illegally does not appear 

prinafacie but which turns out to be tar-tious and t ile other party doing the act does not in fact know that he was doing an unlaw-
ful act, the latter should fave a redress or Con tribution from the party requesting to dothe ac t.45 This Section must be read along with sec. 224.

The preceding section deals with indemnity against the consequences of lawful acts;this section with the con
sequences of unlawful acts done in good faith. It is clearly settled

that an agent cannot claim indemnity in respect of acts which he knows to be unlawful,even if they are not criminal, whether on an express or implied promise.46 Any such

	

41 Le-is v Samuel (1846) 8 Q. 685 (negb	 Mad. L.J. 326; P,rthj Singh v. Matu Ram	gent drawing up of the indictment); 	 ('32) A.L. 356; Bhagwa,,-j v: Dehap,a'

	

Duncan v. Hill (1873) L.R. 8 Ex. 242	 ('51) A.N. 392; Kishaaj v. Bhanwar Ll(broker becoming insolvent before the set-
demerit day); Ellis v	 (1955) 1. S.C. 439 = A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 500.

	426 (breach of du). 
Po,i4 (1898) 1 Q.B.	 44 Adamso, v. Jarvis (1827).4 Bing. 66.

Smith & Son v. Clinton& Harris (1908) 99

	

42 Hart sy Ribbons (189) 22 Q-13- Div. 254. 	 L.T. 840; 25 T.L.R. 34.

	

3 Behari La! v. Parbhu Lal (1908) Pun. Rec. 	 46 
Illegal iasura,2ce. A/kilTS v. Jupe (1877) 2

	

no. 79; Shibh0 Ma! v. Lachman Oar (190])	 C.P.D. 375, Illegal payment: In fe Parker	23 All. 165; Chekka v. Gjji!a (1904) 14	 (1882) 21 Ch. Div. 408,
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promise is void as being contrarS to public policy.
Bailiff.--A judgment creditor who requires an officer of the law to take specified

goods, pointing them out as the goods of the debtor, makes that officer his agent, and
must indurrnify him if, acting in good faith, he commits a trespass in obeying the

instruction 
.47

224. Where one person employs another to do an act which is crim-

Non-Iibility of inal, the employer is not liable to the agent, either upon
employer of agent an express or an implied promise to indemnify him
to do a criminal act. 

against the consequences of that act.

Illustrations

(a) A employs B to beat C, and agrees to indemnify him against all consequences

of the act. B thereupon heats C and has to any damages to C for so doing. A is not liable

to indemnify B for those damages.

(b) B, the proprietor of a newspaper, publishes, at As request, liable upon C in the

paper.and A agrees to indemnify B against the consequences of the publication, and all

costs and damages of any action in respect thereof. B is sued by C and has to pay

damages, and also incurs expenses. A is not liable to B upon the indemnity.

The rule in the text is elementary. The principal is not liable to indemnify the agent

against criminal acts done at his instance.

Compensation	 225. The principal must make compensation to his

injuryto agent for agent in respect of injury caused to such agent by the
caused by princi-
pal's ncgieci 	 principal's neglect or want of skill.

Illustration

A employs B as a bricklayer in building a house, and puts up the scaffolding himself.

The scaffoidiog is unskilfully put up, and B is in consequence hurt. A must make com-

pensation to B.

Compensation to agent for injury by neglect or want of skill of principal.—

This, as a general rule, needs no proof or illustration. But the agent may be disentitic.d
to relief if te injury was due to his own contributory negligence. For the modern law of

workmen's compensation, sec Act VIII of 1923.
An agent is not, generally speaking, entitled to sue the principal on any contract

made on his behalf, even if the agent is personally liable on the contract to the third party.
If a merchant resident abroad employs an agent to buy goods, and the agent buys them
and gives his own acceptance for the price, he cannot sue the principal as for goods sold,
because the contract between them is not one of buying and selling but of agency.4'
Similarly, if a broker buys goods on behalf of an undisclosed principal, he cannot sue the

principal for non-acceptance of the goods,4 ' or for goods bargained and sold. 5° His only

remedy is an action for indemnity under sec. 222.

' Collinsv. Evans (1844) 5 Q.B. 820. 829, 	 49 Tetley v. Shand (1872) 25 L.T. 58.

830.	
0 While v. Benekendorff (1873) 29 L.T.

44 Seymour v. Pychiau (1817) 1 B. & Aid. 14. 	 475.
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Effect of agency on contracts with third persons

226. Contracts entered into through an agent, and obligations arising
Enforcement	 from acts done by an agent, may be enforced in the same

and consequences 
manner, and will have the same legal consequences, as if

acts.

	

	 the contracts had been entered into and the acts done by
the principal in person.

Illustrations

(a) A buys goods from B, knowing that he is an agent for their sale, but not knowing
who is the principal. B's principal is the person entitled to claim from A the price of the
goods, and A cannot in a suit by the principal set off against that claim a debt due to him-
self from B.

(b) A, being B's agent with authority to receive money on his behalf receives from
C a sum of money due to B. C is discharged of his obligation to pay the sum in question
to B.

Contracts and acts done through agent enforceable by or against principal.—
This section lays down a general principle that where a contract is entered into by a prin-
cipal through his agent or an act is done by a principal through his agent, the principal
is bound by the same and they can be enforced by or against the principal. Acts and con-
tracts contemplated by this section, in the light of the two succeeding sections, are those
which fall within the authority of the agent. This authority may be actual or ostensible
(see sec. 237). The section does not sa y whether the principal is disclosed or not disclosed
at the time of the entering of the contract or at the time of the doing of the act. Sections
231 and 232 refer to situations relating to disclosed or undisclosed principals.

This section assumes that the contraci or act of the agent is one which, as between
the principal and third persons, is binding on the principal. If the contract is entered into
or the act is done professedly on behalf of the principal, and is within the scope of the
actual authority of the agent, there is no difficulty. The principal is bound though the con-
tract may be entered into or act done fraudulently in furtherance of the agent's own inter-
ests, and contrary to the interests of the principal, provided the person dealing with the
agent acts in good faith.5' With regard to contracts and acts which are not actually
authorised, the principal may be bound by them, on the principle of estoppel, if they are
within the scope of the agent's ostensible authority; but in no case is he bound by any
unauthorised act or transaction with respect to persons having notice that the actual
authority is being exceeded. This subject is dealt with by sec. 237 and the commentary
thercon.

This section does not touch the conditions under which the agent can sue or be sued
on the contract in his own name, as to which see sees. 230-234 below. The principal must
be able to show that the third party dealt with the agent as such, 33

3' Hajn'ro v, IJurnard (1904) 2 K.R. 10. See 	 pledges by persons having possession of
also Fazal Ilahi v. East Indian Railway Co. 	 goods or documents of title thereto.
(1921) 43 AU. 623.	 53 Sims V. Bond (1833) 5 B. & Ad. 389.
See also ss. 109 and 179 as to sales and
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227. When an agent does more than he is authorised to do, and when

Principal how the part of what he does, which is within his authority,
far7 b0Ufldent	 exceeds can be separated, from the part which is beyond his
authority,	 authority, so much only of what he does as is within his
authority is binding as between him and his principal.

Illustrations

A, being owner of a ship and cargo, authorises B to procure an insurance for 4,000
rupees on the ship. B procures a policy for 4,000 rupees on the ship, and another for the
like sum on the cargo. A is bound to pay the premium for the policy on the ship, but not
the premium for the policy on the cargo.

"The principal is not bound by the unauthorised acts of his agent, but is bound
where the authority is pursued, or so far as it is distinctly pursued": S.A. sec. 170. This
and the following section must be-read subject to sec. 237 below.

This section and section 228 lay down the principle of what is binding as between
the principal and agent. It is only the acts within his authority that bind the principal hut
such acts may be separable and inseparable. This section refers to separable part while
section 228 refers to inseparable act.

228. Where an agent does more than he is authorised to do, and what

Principal	 not he does beyond the scope of his authority cannot be sep-

excess of ag
hound
	 arated from what is within it, the principal is not bound

authority is not sep- to recognise the transaction.
arable.

Illustration

A authorises B to buy 500 sheep for him. B buys 500 sheep and 200 lambs for one
sum of 6,000 rupees. A may repudiate the whole transaction.

The law declared in this and the preceding section is concisely illustrated by an Eng-
lish case where B. an insurance broker at Liverpool, was authorised by A to underwrite
policies of manne insurance in his name and on his bchaif, the risk not to eee'i f 100
by any one vessel. B underwrote a policy for Z without A's authority or knowledge for
£150. 2 did not know what the limits of B's authority were, but it was well known in Liv-
erpool that a broker's authority was almost invariably limited, though the limit of the
authorised amount in each case was not disclosed. The Court held that A was not liable
for the insurance of £150 which he had authorised, and the contract could not be divided
so as to make him liable for £100.

Further illustrations are supplied by Indian cases. A authorises B to draw bills to the
extent of Rs. 200 each. B draws bills in the name of A for Rs. 1,000 each. A may repud-
iate the whole transaction."'

A instructs B to enter into a contract for the delivery of cotton at the end of January.
B enters into a contract for delivery by the middle of that month. A is not bound by the
contract, and any custom of the market allowing B to deviate from A's instructions will

Baines v. Ewing (1866) L.R. I Ex. 320;	 Mad. 966.
See also Prabooda,n v, Miller (1938) A.	 55 Premabhai v. Brown (1873) 10 B.H.C. 319.
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not be enforced by the Court.

229. Any notice given to or information obtained by the agent, pro-
Consequences	 vided it be given or obtained in the course of the busi-

of notice given to 
ness transacted by him for the principal, shall, as
between the principal and third parties, have the. same

legal consequences as if it had been given to or obtained by the principal.
Illuszraiionr

(a) A is employed by B to buy from C certain goods, of which C is the apparent
owner, and buys them accordingly. In the course of the treaty for the sale, A learns that
the goods really belonged to D, but B is ignorant of that fact. B is not entitled to set off
a debt owing to him from C against the price of the goods.

(b) A is employed by B to buy from C goods of which C is the apparent owner. A
was, before be was so employed, a servant of C and then learnt that the goods really
belonged to D. but B is ignorant of that fact. In spite of the knowledge of his agent. B
may set off against the price of the goods a debt owing to him from C.

Notice to Agent.—The rule laid down in this section is intended to declare a general
principle of law. "It is not a mere question of constructive notice or inference of fact,
but a rule of law which imputes the knowledge of the agent to the principal or (in other
words) the agency extends to receivin g notice on behalf of his principal of whatever is
material to be stated in the course of the proceedings.""

In course of business.—By the terms of the present section, which are cited in the
same judgment the application of the principle is limited by the condition that the agent's
knowledge must have been obtained "in the course of the business transacted by him for
the principal.' ' This is further enforced by illustration (b) Knowledge prior to, or out-
side the course of business of agency may not suffice.

The following are illustrations from the English authorities of the rule stated in the
section. An agent of an insurance corn jany having negotiated with a man who had lost
the sight of an eye, it was held that the agent's knowledge of the fact must be imputed
to the company, and that it could not avoid the contract on the ground of non-disclosure
thereof by the assured.° A ship sustained damage in the course of a voyage, and the
master subsequently wrote a letter to the owner, but did not mention the fact of the
damage. It was held that the master ought to have communicated the fact, and, the owner
having insured the ship after receipt of the letter, that the insurance was void on the
ground of nondisclosure.

When principal presumed to have notice.—When the knowledge of an agent is
imputed to the principal, the principal, is considered to have notice as from the time when
he would have received notice if the agent had performed his duty and communjated
with him with reason able diligence. 62

56 Arlapa Wàyak v. Narsi Keshaji (187) 8 	 59 Wylie v. Pollen (1863) 32 L.J. Ch. 782.
B.H.C.A.C. 19.	 '°!Lkrwden v. London etc. Assurance Co.

" Judgement of Judicial Committee in	 (1892) 2 Q.B. 534,
Rainpal Singh v. flalbhaddar Singh (1902) 	 63 Gladstone v. King (1813) 1 M. & S. 35; 14
25 All. 1, 17; L.R. 29 I.A. 203.	 R.R. 392.
Sec Chabildas Lailoobhai v Dayal Moivji	 62 Proudfoo: v. Monteflori (1867) L.R. 2
(1907)31 Eom.566,581;L.k.341A 179,	 Q.B. 511.
184.
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Duty- to communicate and Material to business.--The knowledge of an agent is
not imputed to the principal unless it is of something that it is his duty as agent to com-
municate to the principal. Nor will notice given to or information acquired by an agent
of circumstances which are not. material to the business in respect of which he is
employed be imputed to the principal.

Fraud on principal..—An important exception to the rule that the knowledge of an
agent is equivalent to that of the principal exists in cases where the agent has taken part
in the commission of a fraud on the principal. In such cases notice is not imputed to the
principal of the fraud or the circumstances connected therewith because of the extreme
improbability of a person communicating his own fraud to the person defrauded." But
the exception does not apply where the fraud is committed, not against the principal, but
against a third person.

230. In the absence of any contract to that effect, an agent cannot
Agent cannot personally enforce contracts entered into by him on

ponafly	 behalf of his principal, nor is he personally bound bynor be bound by
contracts,	 on them.
behalf of principal.

Such a contract shall be presumed to exist in the folldving cases:—

Presumption of	 (1) where the contract is made by an agent for sale
contract to C0fl
trary.	 or purchase of goods for a merchant resident. abroad;

(2) where the agent does not disclose the name of his principal;
(3) where the principal, though disclosed, cannot be sued.

Enforceability of Contracts by an agent.—This section lays down an uniform
rule that in absence of a contract to the contrary, an agent cannot sue not be sued in
respect of a contract entered into on behalf of a principal and it is the principal who may
sue thereon and who may be sued thereon. If an agent acts as a pretending agent, he is
not entitled to sue thereon even though he may have acted as principal (see sec. 236) but
he is liable thereon under the provisions of section 235.

The first part of the section does not restrict the rights and liabilities of a principal,
whether he is disclosed or not. Section 231 provides for the rights of an undisclosed prin-
cipal at the time of the entering into of a contract. Sections 231 and 232 both contemplate
that an undisclosed principal may enforce a contract. The second part of the section lays
down a legal fiction or presumption in respect of cases wherein an agent maybe sued
or may sue personally. Sections 233, 234 and 235 provide for a creditor's right to sue an
agent but they do not provide for an agent's right to sue.

Contract to the contrary.—Whether an agent, apart from the cases specially men-
tioned, is to be taken to have contracted .personally, or merely on behalf of the principal,
depends on what appears to have been the intention of the parties, to be deduced
from the nature and terms of the particular contract and the surrounding circumstan-

63 Tate v, Hyslop (1885) 15 Q.BD.368. See	 "Cave v, Cove (1880) iS Ch. D.639.
also Texas Co., Lid. v. Bombay flanking	 65 Dixon v. Winch (1900) 1 Ch. 736.
Co. (1920)44 Born. 139; L.R. 46 I.A. 250.
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ces.6' In the 'case of oral contracts the question is purely one of fact. If the contract is
in writing, the presumed intention is that which appears from the terms of the written
agreement as a whole.

An agent who signs acontract in his own name without qualification, though known
to be an agent, is understood to contract personally, unless a contrary intention plainly
appears from the body of the instrument, 69 and the mere description of him as an agent,
whether as part of the signature or in the body of the contract, is not sufficient indication
of a contrary intention to discharge him from the liability incurred by reason of the unqual-
ified signature.7° On the other hand, if words are added to the signature indicating that
he signs "as an agent," or on account or behalf of the principal, he is considered not to
contract personally, unless it plainly appears from the body of the contract, notwithstand-
ing the qualified signature, that he intended to make himself a party.7 An agent may be
held liable personally under sections 233-235.

It is also settled law that when an agent "has made a contract in the subject-matter
of which he has a special property he may, even though he contracted for an avowed prin-
cipal, sue in his own name." 72 Such is the case of a factor,7.3 and of an auctioneer, who
"has a possession coupled 'with an interest in goods which he is employed to sell, not a
bare custody, like a servant or a shopmari," and a special property by reason of his
lien.'

The like rule is laid down by Indian Courts: "Where an agent enters into a contract
as such, if he has interest in' the contract, he may sue in his own name." This is not a
exception to the rule laid down at the, beginning of the section, the agent being in such
a case virtually 'a principal-to the extent of his interest in the contract.

Whenever an agent has entered into contract in such terms as to be personally liable,
he has a corresponding right to site thereon, "arid this right is not affected by his prin-
cipal ' s renunciation of the contract."

Principle of the rule and exceptinns.—The test question in cases within the prin-
ciple of this section is always to whom credit was given by the other party, or, if that
cannot be proved as a fact, to whom i may reasonably be presuned to have been given.
Thus, in the cases here specially mentioned, the party cannot be supposed to rely exclu-
sively on a foreign principal whom, by general mercantile usage, the agent's contract is
not understood to bind, or on a person whose name he does not know, and whose stand-
ing and credit he therefore cannot verify, or on a person or body who, for whatever
reason, is' on the faceof the transaction 'not legally liable.

Presumed exceptions: (i) Foreign principaL—This is based on convenience and
general mercantile usage. In the case of a British merchant baying for a foreigner,

	

66 See B owstead on Agency, 10th ed., p. 236. 	 A.M. 113

	

' L.akeman v. Mowui:ephen (1874) L.R. 7	 72 2 Sin. L.C. 415.

	

H.L 17; Lang v. Millar (1879)4 C.P. Div.	 73 Fisher v. Marsh (1865) 6 B. & S. 411.

	

650; Moha,ak,ishnan v. Chemicals & Co.	 74 Williams v. MUlingxoi't (1788) 1 H. Bi. 81,

('60) A.M 452.	 2 R.R. 724.
' Spittle v. Lavender (1821) 5 Moore 270.	 " Subramania v. Narayarian (1900) 24 Mad.

	

Calder v. DobelI (1871) L.R. 6 C.P. 486.	 130.

	

'°'fluzcheson v. Eaton (1884) 13 Q.B. Div.	 76Agacio v. Forbes (1861) 14 Moo. P. C.
861.	 160.

	

1 Redpaih v. Wigg (1866) L.R. I Ex. 335;	 77 Short v. Spack'nan (1831) 2 B. & Ad.

	

Grzajasundara Nyagar v. Berton ('64) 	 962.
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"according to the universal understanding of merchants of and all persons in trade, the
credit is then considered to be given to the British buyer, and not to the foreigner;' 71

for "a foreign constituent does not give the commission merchant any authority to pledge
his credit to those" with whom the commissioner deals on his account." Here, unless a
contrary agreement appears, the foreign principal is not a party to the contract at all, and
can neither sue8° nor be sued" on it. On the question whether an agent is to be consid-
ered as having contracted personally the true intention has to be deduced as in other
cases, from the terms of the contract and surrounding circumstances. The circumstance
that the principal is a irreigner gives rise to a presumption, but only a presumption, of
an intention to contract personally, and the presumption may be rebutted by indication of
an intention to the contrary.82

A company having its registered office in England, but carrying on business in
India, will be deemed to be resident in England for the purposes of this section. Where
a contract, therefore, is entered into by the "managing agents" of such company in India,
it can be enforced against the agents personally unless the foreign company is in writing
made the contracting party, and the contract is made directly in its name.83

In the context of the changed circumstances of international commerce, the trend of
modem authorities in England appears to be that where the intention of the parties is clear
from the terms of the contract itself, there is no question of raising the presurnption.
The presumption laid down by this section provides a useful safeguard against undue
risks as to finding out the foreign principal, commencing proceedings against a defendant
in a foreign country and consequential difficulties of executing a decree against ,a defen-
dant in a foreign country.

(ii) Principal undisclosed,—The presumptive rule under this head is so well settled
that it will suffice to refer to Indian cases without going back here to the ultimate author-
ities. The qualifications expressed in the following sections to sec. 233 inclusive are now
part of the doctrine requiring most attention. The decisions establishing them contain
ample proof of the rule. The same principles are followed in Indian Courts. The honorary
secretary, therefore, of a school alleged to have been maintained by an association in
London was personally liable for the rent of a house hired by him in his name although
for the purposes of the school. But if the other party knows that the agent is contract-
ing as such, the presumption laia clown in this ciause does not arise, although ai the time
of making the contract the agent does not state the name of the principal, the'.knowledge
being in such a case equivalent to disclosure. 86 Thus the secretary of a club cannot be
sued personally for work done for the club, as he had not pledged his personal credit.87
And similarly he cannot sue a member on behalf of the club for goods supplied to him
78 Thompson v. Dal'enport (1929) 9 B. & C

at p. 87; 32 R.R. at p. 585.
" Armstrong v. Strokes (1872) L.R. 7 Q.B

598, '605.
° Elbinger Actien-Gesellschqfi v. Clay2

(1873) L.R. 8 Q.B. 473.
81 Hutton v. Bullock (1874) L.R. 9 Q.B. 572.
82 See the authorites critically reviewed in

Miller, Gibb & Co. v. Smith & 7yren
(1917)2 K.B. 141 C.A.

83 Tutika Basavaraju v. Parry & Co. (1903)

27 Mad. 315,
Teheran-Europe V. ST. Belton (Tractors)
Lid. (1968) 2 W.LR. 523; Anglo-African
Shipping Co. of New York Inc.-Y. Moriner
(J) (1962) 1. Lloyd's Report 610 (616, 617.
619, 621).

85 Bhojabhai V. Hayem Samuel (1898) 22
Born. 754.	 -,

86 Mackinnon v. Lang(l881) 5 Born. 584.
North-Western Provinces Club v. Sadulla'
(1898) 20 All. 497.
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by the c1ub?
A broker is an agent primarily to establish privity of contract between two parties.

A broker when he closes a negotiation as the common agent of both parties usually enters
it in his business book and gives to each party a note of the transaction which as given
to the seller is the sold note and as given to the buyer the bought note. Prima facie a
broker is employed to find a buyer or seller nd as such is a mere intermediary. He is
thus an agent to find a contracting party, and as long as he ndheres strictly to the position
of broker, his contract is one of employment between him and the, person who employs
him and not contract of purchase or sale with the party whom he in the courses of such
employment finds. A broker may, however, make himself a party to the contract of sale
or purchase, for he can go beyond his position of a negotiator or agent to negotiate and
by the terms of the contract make himself the agent of his principal to buy or sell. Where
he is merely an intermediary, he is not liable on the contract; but if he has entered into
a contract of purchase or sale on behalf of his principal, the provisions of this section will
apply," Thus if the principal is undisclosed, and the note says "sold for you to my prin-
cipals," i.e. "I, your broker, have made a contract for my principals, the buyers," the
broker is merely an intermediary, and he is not personally liable to his employer?0 For'
the same reason he is not liable if the contract says "bought for you from my princi-
pals," and the terms "sold by order and for account of transfer to selves for princi-
pal," the broker signing as broker, do not bind him personally, and also do not entitle
him to sue in his own name for failure to deliver.92 But the broker is personally liable if
the contract says "bought of you for my principals," for here the contract is one of pur-
chase by the broker on behalf of undisclosed principals.93

(iii) Principal not liable to be sued.—There is a rather curious class of cases in
which agreements have been entered into by promoters on behalf of companies intended
to be, but in fact not yet, incorporated. In such a case the alleged principal has no legal
existence, and the agent is held to have contracted on his own account in order that there
may not be a total failure of remedy?4

This sub-clause would cover a case of a company which may have either no capacity
to make such a contract or no power to authorise delegation to a particular agent. This
is known as the doctrine of ultra vires. A company's public documents give notice of its
objects" and a person dealing with such company is presumed to have notice of what is
contained in such public documents. There cannot, therefore, arise a presumption of an
apparent authority in an agent of a company to make a contract which is ultra vires the
company?'	 -	 -

Sovereign States as principles.—Sovereign States and their rulers would seem to

88 Michael v. Brigs (1890) 14 Mad. 362.
Pairani v. Kanknarrah Co. Lid., (1915) 42
Cal. 1050, 1065-1066.

90 Souihwell v, Bowduch (1876) L.R.
C.P.D. 374.

91 Patirain v. Kanknarrah Co. Ltd.. (1915) 42
Cal. 1050.

92 No.nda Lal Roy v. Gurupada Haldar (1924)
51 Cal. 583, 81 I.C. 721.

3 Souihwell v. Bowdach (1876) L.R. I
C.P.D. 374. at. p. 379.

94 Re Empress Engineering Co. (1880) 16
Ch. Div. 125; Lakh,nishankar v. Motiram
(1904) 6 Born. L.R. 1106.

95 Freeman & Lockeyer v. Buckhurst Park
Properues Lid. (1964) 2 Q.B. 480 (504):
(1964) 1 All E.R. 630: (1964) 2 W.L.R.
618.

96 Eriwsi v. Nicholls (1857) 6 H.L. Cas. 401;
Freeman & Lockyer, supra-

97 Houghton & Co. v. Noshard, Lowe & Wills
(1927) 1 K.B. 246,
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come within the description of possible principals who cannot be sued; but there is a spe-
cial rule for this case, and it is settled, for sufficient reasons of good sense and policy,
that an agent contracting even in his own name on behalf of a Government is not tq be
considered as personally a party to the contract. No man would accept public offer at such
risk as a different rule would involve. As regards British India the law was that a for-
eign or native ruler might be sued in a competent Court in India in certain cases with the
consent of the Governor (Jeneraljn .Councjj Where no such consent was given, it has
been held that a suit might be brought against the agent appointed by the native ruler for
the purposes of the business in respect of which the suit was broughtY See now the
provisions of sec. 87B of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908.

231. If an agent makes a contract with a person who neither knows,
Rights of par. nor has reason to suspect that he is an agent, his principalties to a CfltTaCI 

may require the performance of the contract; but themade by agents
not disclosed	 other contracting party has, as against the piincipal, the
same rights as he would have had as against the agent if the agent has been
principal.

If the principal discloses himself before the contract is completed, the
other Contracting party may refuse to fulfil the contract, if he can show
that, if he had known who was the principal in the contract, or if he had
known that the agcnt hs not a principal, he would not have entered into
the contract.

Undisclosed principal's rights to sue—Where an undisclosed principal wants to sue,
his right to sue is preserved but subject to the equities as between the agent and third party.

"Di"e hit eif."—TheHigh Court of Bombay is of opinion that the right of
the third party to repudiate the contract under the second paragraph arises only where the
principal himself makes the disclosure, and that it does not arise where the disc l osure is
made by Some other person or the information reaches him from some other source.'

232. Where one man makes a contract with another, neither knowing
Performance of nor having reasonable ground to suspect that the other isCOfltr8Ct with ac'ent	 - .

supposed	 to	 be	 tn	 - ............u....r 	-1geIii, Uhl: p 1 iuip, ii he rc4uircs Inc )CFfOfi11Ui1Le ofprincipal,	 the contract, can onl y obtain such performance subject
to the rights and obligations subsisting between the agent and T he otherparty to the contract.

Illustration

A, who owes 50() rupees to B, sells, 1,000 rupees worth of rice to B. A is acting asagent for C in the transaction, but B has no knowlcd9a no reasonable ground of Suspicion
that such is the case. C cannot compel B to take the rice without allowing him to set off
A's debt.

98 Palmer v. Hutchinson (1881) 6 App. Ca. at
P. 626, Grant v. Secretary of State for India
(1877) 2 C.P.D. at P. 461.

99 Abdul All V. Goldstein (1910) Punj. Rec.

No. 43.
L.akshniandas v. Lane (1904) 32 Born. 356;
Kapu.rji Magnram v, Panaji Devichand,
538am. 110.
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Sections 231, 232 and 234, taken together, fairly represent modern English law as
regards the rights of undisclosed principals.

Rights of  third party if undisclosed principal sues.—Sections 231 and 232 refer
to a situation arising as a result of an undisclosed principal seeking to enforce the contract
entered into by his agent. But for these sections, the third party cannot set off any claim
he may have against the agent personal] y 2 nor can he rely upon a payment made to the
agent. In Montagu v. Forwood 

2 
A Employed B to collect general average contributions

under an insurance policy. B instructed a broker to collect the contributions, the broker
believing B to be the principal. B owed the brokers some money. In an action by A against
the broker for the contributions, as money received to his use, it was held that the broker
was entitled to set off a debt due from B. The equitable rights created in favour of the
third party are based upon the fact that at the Lime of entering into the contract he did
not know, nor had he reason to suspect, that the person acting was an agent.

Equities between agent and third party.—An undisclosed principal coming in to
sue on the contract made by the agent must take the contract, as the phrase goes, subject
to all equities, that is, the third party may use against the principal any defence that would
have availed him against the agent 3 before he had reasonable notice of the principal's
existence.4 The rule stated in these sections is based on the ground that the third party
did not know, and had no reason to suspect, that the person contracting was acting for
a principal.' The rule laid down in the said two sections is to be distinguished from that
laid down in section 237 which is based on "estoppel" arising in consequence of "l-.oki-
ing out with ostensible authority.'' ''The law with respect to the ri ght of set-off by a
person dealing with a factor who sells goods in his own name and afterwards becomes
bankrupt is well established by Hudson v. Grançer. 6 . . . That rule is founded on princi-
ples of common honesty. One who satisfies his contract with the person with whom he
has contracted ought not to suffer by reason of its afterwards turning out. that there was
a concealed principal."'

Where, however, the seller's factor for sale told the agent of the buyer that the goods
did not belong to him, the buyer cannot plead a set off of his claim against the factor per-
sonally in a suit by the seller for price of goods.'

The application of the rule of set off is limited to liquidated demands;9 but it "is
not confined to the sale of goods. If A employs B as his agent to make any contract for
him, or to receive money for him, and B makes a contract with C or employs C as his
agent, if  is a person who would be reasonably supposed to be acting as a principal, and
is not known or suspected by C to be acting as an agent for anyone, A cannot make a
demand against C without the latter being entitled to stand in the same position as if B

had in fact been a principal. If A has allowed his agent B to appear in the character of
a principal he must take the	 eqn'1°

In England it is not to necessary for the third party who dealt with the agent as a

2 Moilugu v. Forwood (1893) 2 Q.B. 350
3 George v, Ctageu (1797) 7 T.R. 359; Suns

v. Bond (1T33) 5 B. & Ad. 389, 393.
Si,ns v. Bond supra; Browning v, Prov!;i-
dat Insurance Co. of Canada, L.R. (1873)
5. P.C. 233 (272-73).
Greer v. Downs Supply Co. (1927) 2 K.B.
28.

(1821)5 B. . A. 27.
Turner v. Thomis (187 1 ) L.R. 6 C.P. 610,
613, per Willes., J.
Dresser v. Norwood (1864) 17 C. B. (N. S.)
466: 142 R.R. 455.
lb.

l °Montagu v. Forwood (1893) 2 Q.B. 350.
355.
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principal to go teyoncl showing that he believed him to be a principal. Means of know-
ledge cr "re-.son to suspect" appears to be material only as tending to negative the
alleged belir.f.0 The words of both sees. 231 and 232, however, are quite clear on this
point. But there must be actual belief that one is dealing with a principal. Ignorance or
douty wheihec the apparent principal is a principal or an agent is not enough; for the
ground of the rule is that the agent has been allowed by his undisciced principal to hold
out himself as the principal, and the third party has dealt with him as such. t2 The words
"reason to suspect" or "reasonable ground to suspect" cannot cover a case where the
third party is dealing with a known broker. t3 If the agent gives an invoice in the name
of his principal, the third party cannot take recourse to the said expressions' 4 because
the invoice should leave no doubt in t" .1 mind.

The second paragraph of set- 2.51 is really a branch of the general rule that agree-
merits involving personal considerations of skill, confidence, or the like are not assign-
able or transferable.

Right of person	 233. In case where the agent is personally
dealing with agent
personally liable.	 liable, a person dealing with him may hold either him or

his principal, or both of them, liable.

Illustration

A enters into a contract with B to sell him 100 bales of cotton, and afterwards dis-
covers that B was acting as agent for C. A may sue either B or C. or both, for the price
of the cotton.

In cases where the agent is personally liable.—As to the cases where an agent is
personally liable, see sec. 230 and commentary thereon.

This section is a clear departure from English law under which the liability of prin-
cipal and agent is alternative and not join1.' According to this section the creditor may
hold either principal or agent as severally liable in the alternative, or at his option hold
them jointly liable. If he elects to hold ther jointly liable, he can aiie them both; but if
he elects to sue one only he must be deemed to have given up his rights against the other,
since in that case the liability is alternative and not joint.'

Case where the agent is so liable personally, the terms of his liability must be ascer-
tained Irorn the terns of inc contract. Tii agent way us W,.;'Ii have iritndCd that both
should be liable. t7 The agent may have intended to guarantee the performance,

Creditor's election..—A person who has made a contract with an agent may; if and
when he pleases, look directly to the principal, unless the liability of the principal has
been excluded by the express terms of the contract. He may look directly to the principal,
ever though he was not aware of the existence of the principal when he made the con-
tract, and even though ihe agent is personally liable. This is because the law which makes

I Barrier v. /mperiol Ottoman Bank (1873)
L.R. 9 C.1. 38.

12 Cooke v. Eshelby (1887) 12 App. Ca. 271.
13 Cooke v. Es/nelby (1887) 12 App. Cas. 271;

Dresser v. Norwood (1864) 17 C.B. (N.S.)
466,

14 But wick v. Grant (1924) 2 K.B. 483.
15 Morel Brothers & Co. Lid. Y. Earl of

Westmoreland (1904) A.C. 11.
16 Shamsuddin Ravuthar v. Shaw Wallace &

Co. (1939) Mad. 282, 184 I.C. 153, ('39)
A.M. 520;. Shiviul Motilal v. Birdichand
(1917) 19 Born. L.R. 370, 40 I.C. 194.

17 International Rly. Co. v. Niagra Parks
Commission (1941) A.C. 328 (342).
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the agent liable does not detract from the liability of the principal." A company is,
therefore, liable for moneys advanced in the course of voluntary liquidation to the liqui-
dator authorised by the company to borrow for the purposes of the winding up. 19 Simi-
larly a loan made to the Secretary, treasurer and agent of a company authorised to raise
moneys for the Company may be recovered from the company."' But when once the
creditor has elected to sue the agent, and sued him to judgment, he Cannot afterwards
brg a second action 9ainst the principal, though the judgment against the agent may
not have been satisfied, and though the creditor was not aware of the existence of a
principal when he sued the agent. 22 This is on the principle that the signing of the judg-
ment against one party extinguishes the liability of the other and the creditor's election
has become final. But where the suit -against the agent is dismissed the creditor may sub-
sequently bring a fresh Suit against the principal, the reason being that nothing short of
a judgment against the agent can amount to a binding election on the part of the creditor
to abandon the right to proceed against the principa]?5

234. When a person who has made a contract with an agent induces
Consequence of

inducing agent or
principal to act on
belief that princi-
pal or agent will be
held exclusively
liable.

the agent to act upon the belief that the principal only
will be held liable, or induces tht principal to act upon
the belief that the agent only will be held liable, he
cannot afterwards hold liable the ager. or principal
respectively.

Estoppel against third party.—This section is a corollary LO the preceding section.
Although the third party has the option to proceed against the agent or the principal or
both of them, this section restricts that right on the ground of estoppel if he has induced
either of them to act on the belief that one ol them shall not he held liable. The third party
is estopped by its active representations in exercising its option contained in section 233.

If a third party knowing full well who the principal is prefers to give credit to the
agent and debits the amount to the agent or where a third party agrees to hold the
agent for sale only liable for loss if the goods supplied by the supplier (principal) are not
in accordance with the sample?' it can be stated that he induced the principal to act on
the belief that he would not be held liable and that the agent alone would be held liable.

Inducing belief in agent/principaL—Unless there is an active representation, any
unilateral ac: such as receiving a part payment26 or proving in the bankruptcy of the
agent27 or initiatii of proceedings against one of them V may not conclusively prove

18 Calder v. Dobell (1871) L.R. 6 C.P. 46.
' 9 1n re Ganges Steam Car Co. (1891) 18 Cal.

31.
20 Purmanundass v. Cormack (1881) 6 Born,

326.
21 Shivlal Mo1ilal v. J3irdichand (1917) 19

Born. L.R. 370; Bir fihaddar v. Sarju
Prasad (1887) 9 AU. 681; Priestly v.
Fernie (1865) 3 H. & C. 977; and see
Morel Brothers & Co. Ltd. v. Earl of West.
moreland (1904) A.C. 11.

22 Shivial Moiilal v. Birdicjaarad (1917) 19
Born. L.R. 370, 38C-38l.

23 Raman v. Vairavan (1883) 7 Mad. 392,
citing Curtis v. Williamson (1874)L.R. 10
Q.B. 57.

' Addison v. Gando.sequi (1812) 4 Taunt
574.

25 Mahadev v, Gauri Shankar (1951) A.
Assam 42.

26 Curtis, v. Williamson (1874) L.R. 10 Q.B.
57; Fell v. Parkin (1882) 52 U. Q.B. 99.

27 Clarkcon Booker v. Andjel, (1964) 2 Q.B.
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that he actively induced the belief in the agent or the principal, as the case may be.

235. A person untruly representing himself to be the authorised
Liability of pre- agent of another, and thereby inducing a third person to

tended agent. deal with him as such agent, is liable if his alleged
employer does not ratify his acts, to make compensation to the other in
respect of any loss or damage which he has incurred by so dealing.

Liability of pretended agent to third person.—The law in England is established
by CoHen v. Wright!a It applies not only to the case of a person who represents that he
has authority from another when he has no authority whatever, but to the case of a person
who represents that he has a certain authority from anothth when he has authority of
another description? The duty is grounded on an implied warranty by the agent that he
has authority, and the action, being in contract, lies even if the agent honestly believed
he had authority. The doctrine has been Fully confirmed by later authorities and by the
House of Lords. 30 An agent reports to his principal that he has made a bargain for his
principal with a third person. The report is incorrect for the contract is not complete and
goes off altogether. In such a case the agent does not represent himself to be the agent
of the third party, and is not liable under the rule in CoHen v. Wright.

A public servant acting on behalf of the Government is not deemed to warrant his
authority, nor does he make himself personally liable on the contract, and for the
same reason of policy.

If a man goes through the form of contracting as an agent, but warns the other party
that he has at the time no authority, he is obviously not liable under this section.3Z

"Untruly representing himself".- .--The rule embodied in this section is based
upon "an untrue representation of authority" and "the other party acting thereon." The
representation may be expressed or implied. The words "untruly representing" in this
section are intended to restrict the law in India, while in England the law is based on a
wider doctrine of a breach of implied warranty of authority (16, 18). If unkncwn to the
agent, his authority has ceased to exist because of principal has died OT had become
insane or insolvent, it cannot be said that he untruly represented his authority. In the
Bombay case the agent was not authorised to sign the charter party and hence he untruly
represented that he had authority to cign. 33 In the Allahabad case the agent was author-
ised to sell at a particular rate but he sold it at a lower rate and hence he untruly repre-
sented his authority to sell at a lower rate.34 The use of the word 'untruly' is intended
not to make an innocent agent liable. The Indian legislature might have contemph red that
an agent should not be a guarantor of authority (a situation whic would be unduly h 7 -sh)
and herce it made a departure from the English law. This is "ident from the measure
of damages provided in this section which is different from the one under the English
law. The liability of a pretended agent under this section does not arise, enless the rep-

28 (1857) 7 E. & B. 301, in Ex. Ch. 8 E. & B.
647. See Hasonbhoy v. Clapham (1882) 7
Born. 61, 66.
Ganpat Prasad v. Sarju (1911)9 All. Li.
8: 34 All. 168.

30 Starkey v. Bank of England (1903) A.C.
1,4.

31 Dunn v. Macdonald (1897) 1 Q.B. 555
C.A.
If a/bat v. Lens (1901) 1 Ch. 344.

" flasonbhoy v, Clapham (1882) 7 Born. 61.
Ganpat Pra sad v. Sat-ju (1911) 9 All. U.
8: (1912) 34 All. 168.
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representation that he is the agent of another is false, and also induces the person to whom
the representation is made to deal with him as such agent. A representation by the defen-
dant to the plaintiff that she is the duly authorised agent of her minor son does not render
her liable under this section, if the plaintiff knows that the son is a minor. For a minor
cannot appoint an agent (s. 13 above), and consequently no warranty such as would sup-
port a Suit cod arise out of such a representation.35

Measure of damages.—In England, the action being founded on contract, and not
on tort, the measure of damages is the loss sustained as the consequence of the breach
of the implied warranty. In other words, the person acting on the misrepresentation is
entitled not only to recover any loss actually sustained through being misled, but also any
profit which he would have gained if the representation had been true?

It is open to question whether ii India the compensation recoverable under the-sec-
tion will he assessed on the same principle. The language used seems more appropriate
to an action in the nature of an action of deceit than to one founded on a warranty .31

236. A person with whom a contract has been entered into in the

Person falsely character of agent is not entitled to require the perform-
contracting entitI
	 ance of it if he was in reality acting, not as agent, but onagent not

to performance. 	 his own account.

Agent acting on his own account not entitled to require performance.—English
authorities wake 'd distinction in this matter between contracts on behalf of a named prin-
cipal and those in which the principal is not named. It does not seem possible, however,
to read any such distinction into the perfectly general language of the present section;
and, indeed, the English rule has never been settled by a Court of appeal. The High Court
of Calcutta has held that this section is not restricted to cases where an agent purports
to act for the named p ri nc i pa l. 3a if a person professing to act as an agent for an undis-
closed principal enters into a contract with another, and there is no undisclosed principal
in fact, the present section at once applies, and he cannot sue on the contract.39

Conversely, where a man has contracted in writing in terms importing that he is the
sole principal, e.g. made a charter-party "as owner of the ship A," another person cannot
be allowed to sue on the contract as an undisclosed principal.°

237. When an agent has, withoutauthority, done acts or incurred

Liability of prin- obligations to third persons on behalf of his principal,
cipal	 inducing the principal is bound by such acts or obligations if hebelief that agent's
unauthorised acts has by his words or conduct induced such third persons
were authotised. 

to believe that such acts and obligations were within the

scope of the agent's authority.

Size: Manibhai v. fbi Rupaliba (1899) 24
Born. 166, citing Beaxtie v Lord Ebury,
L.R. 7 H.L. 102.

36 Firbank v. Ifwnphreys (1886)18 Q.B. Div.
54,

37 See Vairavan Cheuiar v. Avicha Cheiziar
(1915) 38 Mad. 275, 278.
Sewdati Roy Maskara v. Nahapie: (1907)

34 Cal. 628; Nanda La! Roy v. Gurupada
llaldar (1924) 51 Cal. 588.	 - -:

9 Ranji Dos v. Jnki Das (19.12)39 Cal. -802;
Na.nda La! Roy v. Ourupada 1-Icildar, supra.

40 1/wnb!e v. Uwttcr (1848) 12 Q.B. 310;
Redcri Akiienbolaget Trans-aria n!ic v.
Fred Dru,çhorn (1918) 1 K.B. 394 CA..
affirmcd in H.L. (1919) A.C. 203.
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Illustrations

(a) A consigns goods to B for sale, and gives him instructions not to sell under a
fixed price. C. being ignorant of Ti's instructions, enters into a contract with B to buy the
goods at a price lower than the reserved price. A is bound by the contract.

(b) A entrusts B with negotiable instruments indorsed in blank. B sells them to C in
violation of private orders from A. The sale is good.

Ostensible authority,—This section can be called "agency by estoppel". This sec-
tion requires that the principal should have by his conduct or words induced a third
person and the third person was induced to act on the basis of such conduct or words.

The words or conduct on the part of the principal and inducement of belief in the
third person thereby create an estoppel against the principal vis-a-vis the third person.
This form of estoppel is called ostensible authority or apparent authority.

The words "by his words or conduct induced such third persons to believe" refer
to specific representation and not a representation to the world. In other words "holding
out to the world" is ruled out. 4' If a third person who is not induced in believe that
such acts or obligations were within the scope of the agent's authority, this section would
not apply.

This section must, in point of fact, overlap sec. 188 in many cases, but the principles
are distinct. Under sec. 188 the question is of the tree construction to be put upon a real,
though perhaps not verbally expresscd, authority. Here the liability is by estoppel, and
independent of the apparent agent having any real authority at all; the question is only
'vhether he was held Out as being authorised; and this includes Lie case of secret restiic-
tk,is on an existing authority of a well-known kind.

It is a "well-established principle that, if a person employs another as an agent in
a character which involves a particular authority, he cannot by a secret reservation divest
him of that authority.' 42 "Good faith requires that the principal shall be held bound by
the acts of the agent within the scope of his general authority, for he has held him out
to the public as competent to do the acts and to bind him thereby." S.A. sec. 127. Where
a transaction undertaken by an agent on behalf of his principal is within his express
authority, the principal is bound without regard to the agent's motives, and inquiry
whether the agent was abusing his authority for his own purposes is not admissible.43

Very many illustrations of the principle are to be found in the English authorities,
of which the following may be given as typical examples. Where a principal wroteto a
third person saying he had authorised the agent to see him, and, if possible, to come to
an amicable arrangement, and gave the agent instruction not to settle for less than a cer-
tain amount, it was held that he was bound by a settlement by the agent for less than that
amount, the third person having no knowledge of the verbal instructions7 An agent
was authorised, in cases of emergency, to borrow money on exceptional terms outside the
ordinary course of business, and it was held that the principal was bound by a loan on
such exceptional terms made by a third person who had no notice that the agent was
exceeding his authority, although-no emergency had in fact arisen .45 Where a solicitor

41 Farquharson Brothers & Co. v. King &	 44 Trick.ett v. Tomlin.r.on (1863) 13 C.B. N.S.
Co. (1902) A.C. 325 (341). 	 663. Sec also National Bolivian Navigation
Cockburn, C.J., in Edmunds v. Bushell	 Co. v. Wilson (1880) 5 App. Ca5, 176, 209.
(1865) L.R. I Q.B. 97, 99.	 45Monlaignac v. S..itta (1890) 35 App. Cas.
Ilambro v. 1?urnard (1904) 2 K.B. 10 C.A.	 357; Bryant v. Quebec Bank (1893) A.C. 179.
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was authorised to sue for a debt, it was held that a tender to his managing clerk was equi-
valent to a tender to the client, though the clerk was forbidden to receive payment, he not
having disclaimed the authority at the time of the tender.46

It must be understood in illustration (b) that the instruments are not handed to B

merely for safe custody.
The Privy Council case of Rarn Pertab v. Marsha!!, 47 which, however, was not

decided with reference to the section, affords an additional illustration. In that case the
principal was held liable upon a contract entered into by his agent in excess of his author-
ity, the evidence showing that the contracting party might honestly and reasonably have
believed in the existence of the authority to the extent apparent to him. In Faza! Ilahi v.
East Indian Railway Company 4 ' Act IV of 1894 prohibited parcel clerk from accepting
consignment of fire works for carriage by passenger train. He by mistake accepted such
consignment but kept quiet and did not send the consignment by goods train. It was held
that the Railway Company was bound by the act of parcel clerk for not carrying out the
contract as the latter was held out to the world by the Railway Company as a person
authorised on behalf of Company to accept consignment for dispatch. The.parce. clerk
was acting on behalf of his principal in the exercise of his apparent authority and his acts
thus bind the Railway Company which could have dispatched the consignment without
unreasonable delay by the goods train. Where, however, a person is aware that the agent
is acting under a power of attorney and does not trouble to re-ad it, he cannot complain
if the principal refuses to be bound by an act beyond the authority of the agent.48

Notice of excess of authority.—'-No act done by an agent in excess of his actual
authority is binding on the principal with respect to persons having notice that the act is
unauthorised. This proposition is so obvious that it would be superfluous to cite author-
ities in support of it,

"On behalf of his principal."—"A principal is not bound by any act done by his
agent which he has not in fact authorised, unless it is tione in the course of the agent's
employment on his behalf, 49 and is within the scope of the agents apparent authority."50

238. Misrepresentations made, or frauds committed, by agents
Effect,	 on acting in the course of their business for their principals,

agreement, Of 
m's- have the same effect on agreements made by such agentsrepresentation	 or

fraud by agent, as if such misrepresentations or frauds had been made or
committed by the principals: but misrepresentations made, or frauds 'om-
mitted, by agents, in matters which do not fall within their authority, do
not affect their principal

Illustrations

(a) A, being B's agent for the sale of goods, induces C to buy them by a misrep-
resentation, which he was not authorised by B to make. The contract is voidable as
between B and C at the option of C.

46 Moffat V. Pa,'.ons (1814) 1 Marsh 55.	 22 Luck. 93, 229 I.C. 421, ('48) A.O. 54.
7 (1899) 26 Cal. 701. See also Fazi liahi v.	 49 McGowan v. Dyer (1873) L.R. 8 Q.B. 141.

East Indian Railway (1921) 43 All. 62. 	 50 Morarji Premji v. Muiji Ranchhod Ved &
United Provinces Govern,nenj v. Church	 Co. (1923) 48 Born. 20.
Missionary Trust Association Ltd. (1948)
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(b) A, the captain of B's ship, signs bills of lading withoUt having received on board
the goods mentioned therein. The bills of lading are void as between B and the pretended
consignor.

Liability of principal for agent's fraud or misrepresentation.—In order that a
principal be liable for misrepresentations or frauds of his agent, the essential require-
ments are that they should have been committed (i) "in the course of businesc of
agency" and (ii) "in respect of matters within the agent's authority." The aforesaid two
conditions indicate that the liability is not vicarious; the words "as is such misrepresen-
tations or frauds had been made or committed by the principals" also indicate that if
those two conditions are complied with, the principal is liable as if such acts are his own.

This section would cover cases as (1) a servant acting in the course of his employ-
ment of his master; and (2) an independent contractor acting for his principal.

In course of business.—An agent having control of his principal's business prefers
fr'dulenily a particular creditor would be an act of fraudulent preference by the prin-
cipal.51

In course of employment.—The accordance of this section with the modern
Common Law is well shown in a judgment dcliv&ed in the Judicial Committee by Lord
Lindl'y' "The law upon this subject cannot be beuer expressed than it was by the acting
Chief J. e [of New South Walcsj in this case. He said: 'Although the particular act
which gives the cause of action may not be authorised, still, if the act is done in the course
of employment which is authorised, then the master is liable for the act of his servant.'
This doctrine has been approved and acted upon by this Board i' Mackay v. Commercial
Bank of New Brunswick, 52 Swire v. Francis.53 and the doctrine is as applicable to incor-
porated companies as to individuals. All doub: on this question was removed by the deci-
sion of theCourt of Exchequer Chamber ia Barwick v. English Joint Stock Bank,'*'
which is the leading case on the subject. it was distinctly approved by Lord Selborne, in
the House of Lords, in I/ouldsworth v. City of Glasgow Bank, 55 and has been followed
in numerous other cases."

In the passage here referred to as now the leading authority, Willes, L, delivering
the judgment of inc Exchequer Chamber said:

"With respect to the question whether a principal is answerable for the act of his
agent in the course of his master's business, and for his master's benefit, no sensible dis-
tinction can be drawn between the case of fraud and the case of any other wrong. The
general rule is, that the master is answerable for every such wrong of the servant or agent
as is committed in the course of the service and for the master's benefit, though no
express command or privily of the master be provcd. 5 That principle is acted upon
every day in running down cases. Ii. has been applied also [in various cases of trespass,
false imprisonment by servants of corporations acting in supposed execution of their
duties under by-laws, and the like]. In all these cases iz may be said, as it was said here,
that the master has not authorised the act. It is true, he has not authorised the particular
act, but he has put the a gent in his place to do that class of acts, and he must be ans-o

' Re I)rabble Bros. (1930) 2 Ch. 211
52 (1874) L.R. 5 P.C. 394.

(1877) 3 App. Ca. 106.
54 (1867) L.R. 2 Ex. 259.
55 (1880) 5 App. Ca. at p. 326.

56 Ciiizens's Life Assurance Co. v. Brown
(1904) AC 423, 427.
Sec Laugher v. Pointer (1826) 5 B. & C.
547, at p 554, 29 R.R. at pp. 320, 321.
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werable for the manner in which the agent has conducted himself in doing the business
which it was the act of his master to place him in." The words "for the master's ben-
efit," which occur in this judgment, were applicable to the case before the Court, but
must not be taken as restricting the scope of the rule, though there was for some time con-
siderable authority for that reading. If the act belongs to an authorised class, it is not
material whether the agent intends the principal's benefit or not, not whether the principal
in fact derives any benefit. A solicitor's managing clerk, having authority to transact con-
veyancing business on behalf of the firm, took a client's instructions to sell some property
(by his own advice, given with fraudulent intent) and got the deeds from her (which he
might properly have done). Then he procured her execution of instruments, being in fact
conveyances to himself, which the client supposed (as intended by him) to be merely
formal papers; and having thus obtained the means of making an apparently good title
in his own name, he dealt with the property for his own purposes. The House of Lords"
held that this was a fraud committed by the manager in the course of his employmeht for
which the principal was answerable. It is clear from the judgments that the rule applies
to ostensible as well as to actual authority.

Bribery of agent.—The rights of the principal against an agent is respect of bribes
received in the course of the agency are dealt with in the commentary to sec. 213 and
sec. 216. In addition to what is said there it may be mcntio-'cd that the receipt of a bribe
by an agent justifies his immediate dismissal without notice, although the contract of
agency may provide for its continuance for a specified time.'

As against the person promising or giving anything in the nature of a bribe to an
agent, the principal may avoid any contract made or negotiated by the agent, or in the
making of which the agent was in any way concerned, whether he was in fact influenced
by the bribery or not, it being conclusively presumed against the briber that he was .so
influenced .6 

In Shipway v. Broad wooa A agreed to buy a pair of horses from B, if A's
agent certified that they were sound. B secretly offered the agent a certain sum if the
horses were sold, and the agent accepted the offer. The agent certified that the horses
were sound. It was held that A was not hound by the contract, whether the agent was in
fact biased by the offer made to and accepted by him, or not.

An agent cannot maintain any action for the recovery of money promised to be
given to him by way of a bribe whether he was induced by the promise to depart from
his duty to the principal or flOL62 Such a promise, bein g founded on a corrupt conside-
ration, cannot be enforced by Jaw.

Right of principal to kllow property into hands of third persons.—Where the
Pr

ope
rty of the principal is disposed of by an agent in a manner not expressly or osten-

sibly authorised the principal is entitled, as against the agent and third person, subject
to any enactment to the contrary,63 to recover the property, wheresoever it may be
found .M 	-

$8 L.R. 2 Ex. 259 at pp. 265, 266.
9 Lloyd v. Grace Smith & Co. (1912) A.C.

716, reversing the decision of the C.A.
(1911) 2 K.B. 489; Dina Bw2dhu Saha v.
Abdul Latif Malta (1923) 50 Cal. 258.

° Brian Fishing Co. v. Ansell (1888) 39 Ch.
Div. 339.
Shipway v. l3roadwood (1899) 1 Q.B. 369;

Barram v. Lloyd (1904) 90 L.T. 357.
62 Ilarringion v. Victoria DockCo. (1878) 3

Q.B.D. 549.
63 Sce, for instance, see 17C; and sec. 27 of

Indian Sale of Goods At as to sales and
pledges by persons in ssession of goods
or of the documents of title thereto.

b4 Farquharson v. King ( 1 902) A.C. 325;
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Personal liability of agent to repay money received to principal's use.—If
money is paid to an agent on the principal's behalf, and the payer becomes entitled, as
against the principal, to repayment, the agent,-as a general rule, is not liable to repay it
even though the money is still in his possession.

But an agent is personally liable to repay money paid to him under a mistake of
fact,66 unless he has paid it over to the principal in good faith, or unless he has dealt to
his detriment with the principal in the belief that the payment was a valid one, before
receiving notice of the intention of the payer to demand repayment.° Similar principles
apply where the money is paid in respect of a voidable transactions, or for a consid-
eration which totally fails, 69 or under duress,7° or in consequence of any fraud or wrong
to which the agent is not a party° But if the agent has been a party to the wrongful act,
payment over is no defence in the case of wrong-doers .72 An agent is also personally
liable, notwithstanding that he may have paid the money over in good faith, if it was paid
to him in regard to a contract made ri his personal capacity.Ly. 

Money received by agent from a third person by fraud.—In a Bombay case an
agent defrauded zi third party of a sum of money and then used the money to discharge
pro ianio a debt which he owed to the principal. The Court held that as the principal did
not know, and had not the means of knowing that the money was wrongfully obtained,
the third party had no right to follow the money and to require the principal to repay it.4

Chapter XI

OF PARTNERSHIP (Repealed)

This chapter of the Act, comprising ss.- 239 to 266, has been repealed by the Indian
Partnership Act, 1932- s. 73 and Sch. II.

Colonial Bank v. Cady (1890) 15 App.
Cas. 267; Mussainma: Ram Kaur v. Rash-
bir Singh (1920)2 Lab. L.J. 516; Kara!a
Valley Tea Co. v. Lachmi Narayan (1939)
68 Ca. Li. 94. 180 I.C. 141. ('39) A.C. 14.

65 Taylor v. Metropolitan Ry. Co. (1906) 2
K.B. 55.

° Newall v. Tomlinson (1871) L.R. 6 C.P.
405.

67 Holland v. Russell (1863) 4 B. & S. 14.

Holland v. Russell, note (a) above.
69 Ex pane Bird (1851) 4 De G. & S. 273.
° Owen v. Crank (1895) 1 Q.B. 265.
' East India Co. v. Triuon (1824) 5 D. & R.

214.	 -
72 Lx pane Edwards (1884) 13 Q.B.D. 717.

Newall v. Toinlinson (1871) L.R. 6 C.P.
405.

74 Morarji v. Muiji Ranc/ihod Ved & Co.

(1923) 48 Born. 20.
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252.
delivery by Ixirlee to trite ol the joint owners.

253.
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finder olgoods, right to reward. 254.
gratuitous. terminated by death of baikw or

haitee. 252.
liabilit y of hailec when goods hailed are not

returned. 252.
lien ii bailee. particular and general. 254.

25t.
mixture vilh hailce's oxn goods, cifeci of.

=5(1.
tllti\.cx1si xiihoul cnlorccahlc CoilIraci. 243.
right to sett. 254.
third p'y right. 253.

	

IAN KI -k'S Ill	 - 25(1.
UAI-&l&ISl I-k & ('II F-NI - 27$.
flIl) -21.23.
I3tUM1t (}lON'1RACI-

ant lcipaiOrv. 127. 193.
consequences ol. 18.N-209.
contract for purchase of land. l)$.
nleasurc ol danmucs for. 188.

flROK1R -
authority ol, 279,
commission For wagering agreement. 107.

RI J RI )l N oi PROOF - 44. 55. 17!. 247.

C,\VI : ,Vl [Ml"l OR - 70.
CPAC1I Y

tOc6i1Iract. 35.
(:ARRIlR -

h' air. 247.
hy rail'.--ay. liability for kssiif goods. 246-247
by sea. 247.
thclhcr contract act applies. 247.

Cl IAMPIRIY - 84.
(TI IAR(vI- 10.
('IIARIIR I'.'\R'1Y-7!.
(:olRcloN

dc2incd.

	

clicct of. oil 	 63. (4.
nloncv paid under. 183, l$('.

Col IARI'LA'IION -,81
(()-I I1ll&	 - 131
('Oil Al IRAI. A(RF.l MIN'I -

in void aereciiient. 107.
(T()MMISSI()N 'l() A(iI.NF - 30-4.
('0MM (iN ICAIION

inslantailcous (phoni± or telex). 21.
of acceptance of proposal. 17
of acceptance of special conditions, 17
when complete. 17
what is, 16-17

('OMPFNSA'FION -
for breach of corn ract, 188.
for	 failure	 to discharge	 obligation

- resembling contract. 188.

for ' okinitr, scr\ ice. 93.
liability of 1l1etell(lCd ugeill . 324.
liahi it v uI paov preventing I he other from

lreloriling his promise. 143.
obligal it in arising hen agteeilicnt is

L11 110A crud to be void or contract becomes
void, 72. l(tS.

to Prolee \ hen promisor kne the act
impooihle or unlawful. 14$. 54.

sum nallied in cont raut hen it s hr then
must he icasumable. 201. 200. 207. 208.

('OM P( ) N 1)1 NIl ]AU SI -
('oMi t i)Mt$l: -90.
(ION('l-.Al .1v1tN't - 9. 23tu.
(TONI)ll [ON -

concurrent. 41.
precedent. 141.

(ONIl 1(101 VAIN-1.1.
('0NThNI -.

:tmbiguitv ill expiession of, 44.
lippareill, gix en under mistake, 44.
coercion excludes. 47.
consent and csiopnel. 45.
defined. 44.
free. what ix. 47.
obtained h- IraLld. 5$.
xliii ulory one. 22.

('ONSI 1)1 RAI1ON --
ahseilce of generally .avoids agreelilent, 90.
M must heat the desire olille pi-(inlisor. 7.
dclmed. 4. 7.
exeeuied, II.
executory. II.
lrhi'araiiee to sue as. 12. 90.
lorbidden bY law. 75.
illegal. 75. 77.
illlimfl'zil. $1.
llllideqUaeV 0!, 9(1.95.
lawlul and ,inlav ii), 74. 77. 80,
natural lCi\ e dili.l	 tech in. $9.
pasi. II.
protllisc. 6.

P Ill ill sc Iii l) tY lint e h; irred dclii.
pu I-the p iliev. opposed to, unlawful. 82.
third party mar furnish. 8.
prospc'nxe. I 1.

('ON'lINGI -Nl (TONI RACT - 112.
('( )N'tR,\("J -

aeIecmeni (list lllCulshcd lit iiii. 13.
aere.efllertt hen.
ambiguous i-oil I tact, 102.
assigil mdli ol. 1 1$.
Corltinceilt. 112.
dctinit i in ol. 5.
foreitn. 4.
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ml anI's, 35.
insai)iIy as h,ir to, 42,41
place of, 33,
previous law. 2.
quasi contract. 173.
rescission of, 161,
lranger to, 9.

voidable, 5, 14, 63, 08, 73, 143.
with	 unconscionable,	 unfair	 and

unreasonable terms, 51.
wager, by way of, 105.

nting, requirement of, 33.
CONTRACT ACT -

applLcahiltty UI. I. 2.
corporations. contracts Of. 43. 168.
inlrot.luction of I 'n g ltsh law in India,
native law ol contract how far applicable. 2.
not retrospective, 4.

ivtng ol Usage or custom of trade, 3.
scope 01, 2.
u\agc or custom of trade referred in

act-dtstinct from general custom of
met ham, 3. 27.

usage of trade not to he inconsistent xxith
Act. 3.

(X)NIRl lt T'110 N
(:ORPORAl ION -

contract with, not under seal, 43, 108.61).
CUR RI SP( )N Dl"N( I -

Contract by. 19. 20,
CUS'IOMS OF 'liAI)F 290. 297.
COVENANT -

running with land, II.

DAMi\(ilS -
and requirement of actual ks in s. 73.74.

192, 200.
consequences contemplated by I)ariie s at

the time of contract. liability for. 188.
immovable properly, breach 01 contract br

purchase. 198.
in amicipatoiy breach, 193.
interest by way of, 199.
measure of. [,M,325.
penallv,sttpulations for increased interest by

way of, 202
reasonable compensation. 207.
thcn ready market of gtxxls not available,

191.
whether recoverable without actual loss?

190. 1)1.
DAMI)Ul > ,V1- 120.
DEiVIlI DI-

agent. 289.
bailor or hiiIcc, 252.

contracting party, I Is.
principal. 289.
surety. 223.

I)}iIkJ --
barred, promise to pay, 93.
Qisetiarged when performance prescribed,

140.
its meaning in s. 25 of Act. 95
payment o1 incurred by minor. 40.
payment of several and distinct. 155.

1)11. CREI)ERF AGENT- 279, 2%.
DELAY - 145, 196.
DElIRIuM -41
DI lIVERY

duty of bailce For baiLed goods. 251.
late, 192.
place of, 139.
promisee to have reasonable pporIunity to

see in Offer, to perform or lender. 120.

for performanceperformance oF contract, 206,
on agreement For purchase of itnillov able

property, 205.
suit to recover, Ill.

DEIl'IN'II()N --
right of, 254-258.

DII 1cI:NcI:
required here consent as obtained hr

flhisreprcsentil ton or silence amounting to
I raud. 64-06.

sLttldard or. required from it 	 245.
24$.

I)I('I lARGI Ol(:ON I RACI -
by alteration of writ ten corn tact, I i7- 1 0
by new agreement or nov:itlon, 58.
tmtis.stbilttv of perlorilianec hvue t of

parties to contraci, 1.43.
perlormanee and discharge, 117.

DI SC, I OSIJRF -
by hatlor of Faults in hailed gt sals. 244.
Uilurc in	 kinds of facts. 00.

IX)CUM I :NTS
alteration of. 159.
of title It) goods, 203.

DRVNKFNNI SS -
contract sthilc in Stale 01. 43,

l)[.IRlSS - 4$.

EARN I.sl MONEY
distinguished from security dcposii. 2()5.
forfeiture of it. 205.

ENEMY Al.IlN -43. 82.
1:011 II Y

between iiCJU and third Puny. 121.
in gross inadequacy of cunstdcraiit nt, 95.
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ERROR -
as to person, 45 -47
fundament a], 45

liSIOPPLI. - 11, 39,45,323.
EXEC(JIN) (TONSIDFRA'IlON -- 11.
EXECUTORY CONSIDI RATR)N - 11.

FACTOR -
authority of, 257.
for sate of goods 257.

FAMILY ARRAN(; I MEiNT - 10.
FIDUCIARY Rk1.Al IONSIIIP - 52.
FINDER 01 (i(X)DS

as haIce, 243.
his rihI of lien, 253.
his right to sue br reward. 254.
his nohi to sell. 254.

FORI3II)I)FN BY LAW -73. 75.70.77.
FORI3NARAN(F i'() SUE -'8).
FORIiIGN CONTRACT- 4.
FOREIGN lAW - 72.
1-ORFIGN PRINCIPAL -. 317.
FORMATION OF CONI:RACF - 70.
FRAUD -

and means of' discovering truth. died on
agreement. 65.

csrnsent procured by. 47.5-S.
definition of. 58.
cIicct on agreement, 63, 64.
Ira udu lent consideration Or ohcci

agreement. 73, 80.
fraudulent representation when urcls ant.

67.
misrepresentation, Mallon ni. 59. 1,11.

non-disclosure Of certain kinds of tact'.. 60.
want of reasonable belief as evidence of. (11.

FRUSTRATION 01 CONtRACT
and rights 01 promisee when promisor kne'

impossibilit y or act as unl:i5¼14?1_ 1.18 15-1.

by total or partial prohibition- 150.
effects, 153.
instances of Irustral ion and no rust rat i rn

1.53.
under sections of Indian Cont iacL Act. 141)

FUN DAM 1 N'Ii\t.
error. 45.
matter. 104.

CAMIN(, - see W,ter.
GOVt iRN MI N[

agent of. 287.
as principals, 319.

GUARi\Nl'l.l-. -
by III isrepresenialion or concealment. 23(s
consiijcrit loll [Or. 2 IS.
c ni inuinc. 22(1. 222. 223.

contract 01. deliiicd. 213.
corn ribut i m bets ccn co-sureties. 239.
death ol surci'.ind continuing guarantee,

223.
discharge Lii principal dchtor, 227
implied indemnity, by principal dehi ir. 237.
obtained by concealment i ir misrepres-

entat ion invalid. 236.
parties it) contract of, 213.
surctvs estent of liabilit y. 217.
surelvs right of subrocat ion. 211.21(,.
under Indian & I nglish Lis. 215.
where tiniiicd In amouni . 217.

HINDU LAW_
1101 DING OUT - 32.
IJUSBANI) & WI I:l.

as agent of her husband. 27n.
authority of husband genei.itly required, 32.
hut may pledge his credit for necessaries, 42.
undue influence bct'.een. 52.

IDENTITY -
error as to. 45.

ILl] GAi CON] RACI' - 75.
ILLI : t:iAI IFY ..- 71, 75 , $.
IMMORAl -- 73.l.
IM N )SSl 1311 FlY

ati'cc11enl in do impossible act is said. 14N.
arismn toni act of party In contract. 151.
coilimei'cial. 152.
legal. 152.
of contract, 149.
of performance, some matters as evjdencc.

150,
strike as. ol performance. 150.
subsequent effcct of, 149.

INDIiMNFI'Y -
contract of, defined. 211.
distinguished iuim guarantee, 214.

liability of indemnifier. 210.
right of indemnity holdet or	 tn

contract 4)[. 211.
sut'ct\'s right of. against principal debtor.

217.
I N I AN J . icc Minor.
INNKHI'}.R -

Position with gecst. 247.
IN l'isRl I)l] 1(10--- 78, 167.
INSANFIY -See lunatic.
INSOLVENCY -

discharges contract. 120.
INSURANCE (X)N'I'RA(' I -

acceptance in. 29-30.
and wagering agreement. 105.
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INiIiREST -
Lt' damages, 202,
excessive, disallowccj

bargain 57.
stiptiIaiions For, 202.

INTFR PRETATION -
ofagreemerit, 102.

supply 01 flCCcssdres 10, 276.
MAYORS (OuRJ I.
MEIUi\Nil I • L A( i I NT - 264.
MtRCANiIF1 ; ('()NIRAC'I

tflterprctatiijn 01, 102.
Mi. R(1\Nl j I p USAG( -3. 131.
MINOR-

INDEX	 337

JUl Ni PROMISORS -
rihut ion be Lv.eC, 13 1.

ludgmcnc ullsillished c fleet. 112
performance by. 131.
rtiteahle distribution uti deLitli
release 01 one joint pr&nm,or

other, 135
101N1 PROMISIj . - 23. 135.
KACCI II A1)AI (:ON'II,\(l -

incident.". 29.
KIIARCIIII'1\Nl),\N

LAWISULLy_.
L1iA,SE-. 151.

severahiItt' 01. 76. IS-i. 155.
1.IIN -

eflcraI and pklrficular. 256.
&If :tcn. 309.
oI dt 10rney - t)Ilct[0r', 25s.
of hwtce. 255.
of banker, 296.
of factor. 257.
01 tinder of gods, 254,
of Pim nec, 264).
ol policy broker. 256.
ofss hzirltngcr. 157.

EJMIIAi11)N -
or delay in undue induct,' 5.

I (Q(Jfl),'j II) D.\\l,\(,lS - 201.
I OTL'liR Y - III.
!.1JNA11C -

hurcjer of proof. 44.
Contract ol. 43.
effect of proplisers it).sailtiv, 25.
Sound mind e'se fit ials. 43.

MAINfl1N,\N(I.
MAJORIly

age of. 36.
MARKET RAI1 - 19(1.
MARRJA(;E -

agreement in restraint 01, 9.s -

contract It) procure. for reward. in I nditi. $ô.
MARRI,\(;J H1)( AGI : (ON! R,\('U -

MARJUI : I) WOMAN -
contract with. 42.

estU)pei, 39.
!raLI(lLiIet)t reJ)re5enttlli>I) of a ge by. 1.
tnsur:iiiee, 40.
rn rt ga, 37, 39.
fleecsaries, fiahility ol. 41, 174.
rat ideation hr. 40.
specific perFormance, 41.
suiety bond. 40.

M 15k! IPRI:sl NI iVl'I()N -
by a gent in 0 )U rsc of husiflcs', 327.
h ut m -disek .ii re tfl - material fact. 6 I

ON Ziti)'d ly , 47 6!.
del nition of. 61.
dciv to disclose iiherrjmae !iclel, 62.
cited ti! on aercenlenl.
Innocently. (it.
iTleans I )t LItSeOS eiing T LEIh Of state iic iii. 04

(IS.

ol fact aixt law. 63.
rent ion of. u i Ira u U. () 1, 03 327.
When Irrelevant 67.

MIS] .\K1: -
nifigiitt 44.
apparent 0 t)sent given under. 44.
as 1 itt L nbc I es, 46.
as It) ess(:iltial fact. 45. 69. 70.
as to luncdtmeniai error. 45. 741.
as to law. 72,
a to nature tit iransactiot) 45.
W, to subtect matter, 47.
In ttnii)atjon 01 Contract, 45. 47.
mci uaL 69. 70.
payment by. liability of payee I
recovery of money paid under. 1

H	
3.

MOAMH LAWAW- I,3t.79.
MONJY ('All)-

under mistake. U3.
MORlG,v;I -

by minor, 37. 3o.
ct ni rihuttons amunest morIg;tr
dischar ge 01. 23.

acreemem of. 37,
heLrolhal 01. 37.
Cannot hot h repudiate and retail) acts

equuc'd under aereemeni, 1(4.
I I	 eapac'u to eoi •tt raet by Ias of jamietic. 36.
cOcci oll	 LtCht incurred hv. pa y ment ol at icr maoriiy.

4(1.
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N,\1URAJ. ¶ .ovi; & A	 92.
NAil VJ' LAW -2.
NLC1SSAR1ES-41. 174.
NFGOIIAl3E]-: 1NSFRUMINis- 92,140,

161.
NON -GRA1U (TO t Y'S ACT -

oN igation ofpersoti enjoying bcnefii of. 178.
NOlICI 

'
TO G 	-315.

NO1ICIYF() 11 R INCI PAL - 315.
NOVAI1ON - 157.

(Ji.st ingu kShC4.l froni assignment, 158.

OFITR -
and acceptance, 1'.nglish law. 21.
effect of refusal of 00cr to perform. 124.
relation of, to proposal, 5.
revocation of, 20,2 1.
standing. 25.
to perlörm must be unconditional. 120. 122.

PAKKJ ADAF (X)NFRA('I
incidents Of'. 107. 297.

PARDA-NASI uN WOMIN -
contract tth, 56.
meaning of. 58.

PAWN - Sec Pled cc
PAYMI.NI

a pprc priat ion ol ses CI-al a id (1isi inn 0421-11).

185.
delay in. extent ut liability. 196.
imide for another recovery of. 173.
under mistake, 183.

P1NA1:IY -
and liquidated damages i.ti.stinguislicd. 201.
compound interest when by ay of pewit.

202. 20-1.
interest increased, 202, 203.

	

siipuiciicn) 1ut. 'iIciiir 1)) 	 cii I)eIkiji\

204.
reasonable sum pzud as earliest iTtcinev

cannot be, 205.
PFRIORMANCI. -

ability and willingness to perldrm. 121 142.
breach beIotc time of. 127.
by joint promisors. 132.
death of party, effect on, 11$.
default in failure to perform, 141.
failure to, in time. 145.
impossibilily created by act of party. 133.
in reasonable lime, 14$,
manner of, for discharge of dclii, 140.
not obligatory, when rescission or alteration

agreed 10. 157.
of personal contracts, 129.
of reciprocal promises, 140.

order of perlörmaiice 143. 	 -
place or. 1.18.
promisec accepting. from it 	 person.

130,
remission of. 157.
simultaneous. 140. 141..
time for. O.S. 139.

P1.IAl)IR - 27$.
P1.11)(i1 -

by loint ocncr in I-A)ssession. 268.
he nieretint tIc acciit. 263.
h%. 	in pc)sscssic in under a widahlc

agreement. 2ti7.
definition ut. 25)t.
tier) and lTh)Fi tOC Cc mparcd '. it Ii. 259.
lien of it pa\ nec. 26(1.
pa nees right on iiWliOI	 III 261.
pusvnecs tihl to receive cxi iaordtnary

CX l)ensCS. 261.
re(Iem 1)1 ion ofiined LOWN. 263.

here pass nor has a limited inicresi. 268.
Pt sl (111(1 -

as ;tc.efli . 20.
tOSllNG -

acceptance. 20.
her. levi icat it in. 19.

I'RI N( 1 PAL AN I) A61 NI -
.liCiiaJ\ Iio\ eoimiitiiieil. 275.
agent defined. 270.
ageilLs authorit y ri enierecncv, 2841.
agent ' .tutv It) ccaflflhiiilicatC. 301. I.
acenis uiity to render tleeoLitiis..3('(t.
agent's ostensible iiuthoril\ 326.
aCnis 1)511i0ti \ lii sUh .agenL 283.
alternatiVe renick.lics against, wheti tnh tire

liable. 122.
S................., .. 0

bribe received hV acefll. 301. 329.
compensation br revocation it acency tr a

period of time. 292.
considc rat ton for. 274.
coupled with interest. 29I.

del crcdere agent deltned. 290.
dclegitic'.n ot authc.rtiv by agent. 281
dues 01 a'.zent. right to rciun lirttiop;il5

moneys. 305.
duty of agent in conduct of business. 29.
duty of principal ci agent U) iVC ;iCeOUnI,

3(11.
excess 01 authority. 327.
exercise tit authorit y . 21) I
express and implied authority. 274.
fraud in principal. 3 16.
forfeit u ic of commission 101 misconduct

3117.
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husb,inii und vifc, wiles implied authorti'
27.

implied warranty of authority (liability
pretended agent). 324.

indemnit y . agent's right of, for acts in cour'
01 business, 310.

lien,	 agents	 for	 C011lfl)iSSiOn	 art
disbursements on principal's pioperi
305, 308,

lien, of attorney, 278-
itUCilfICer, 279.
broker. 279.
factor, 279.
pkaLlcr. 277.
shipimisier. 279.
0011CC it) agent 3 15,
persnriiI liability of agent oil 	 31

322.
principal delinect. 270.
rat LI cal 00. 285-288, 304.
remuneration, 305-307.
retainer agents right II, 3'O$.
revocauon of aecnts atit hunts'. 289.
sub-agent. emphynlent of, 281.
his posit ion with agent. 253.
hen of. 309.
termination of his au ihorfIv. 295
sLibStiloted aizcni. 254.
undisek Lcd principal, right of - 3 IS, 320.
whether aici1i ttahlç when aercemcnt

discovered IC) he void, l7.
v ho may he an agent. 271.
who may employ . 271.

PRI N( IPAI. AN I) SU R}.1Y
co-dehuirs. suretyship between. 223.
corn ribution between Co-sureije',, 23.',
death and continuing guarantee. 223.
diseharcc of surely, by 11 1%111t , time

principal debtor, 228..
by Inches of creditor, 220.
by release of principal dernor, 226.
by variation of contract. 224.
forbearance to SUe principal debtor, sLiru

not discharged. 2311.
implied indemnity of surels. 217.
liability of surely. extent of. 217.
surety dc0ncd. 213.
surely 's right of subrogation. 233.
and see Otiarantee.

PRIVITY OF CONTRACT - 9, 315-319.
PROFItS -

kiss of oil 	 of contract. 197.
PRoM 151

an aecepei.t proposal. 4.
CL lI)Sidlerat It II). 6.

i,leItn ii 11)11 of, 4.
cxisiit)g duty. performance iii, 91.
exprCss - implied, 32.
Joint pruitsees, 1.15.
mutual promises. II.
reciprocal promises. 5. 13. 32, 140.
to subscribe charit y . 5.

PROMISOR - PROM ISiI. -
defined, 4.
right of Pr N to compensation sthen

promisor knew act impossible or unlawful.
148

PROPOSAl. - see ()Iil:R zilso- .--
coi)liliuniL.liiuI) 01. 16.
mconim. 3.
Tevt eai i 10 N. hi '.s made. 22.

PUlI IC OIl l( F 57
PUIII.f( 01 I

cnnii'aci vilh. 287.
ratiiiciii 11)11 of his ac is. 257.

l > tJlll IC I()I l(Y-
itgrcciiieni opl)4 scd to. 73. Q.1)7.
incapable ot deli lit Ion. 52.
ii) test Faint of i rude. 97
whai it includes. $2

OUASI CO N FRM I S. 173.
QI AN'l tIM Mt t[ IF-

010) x' rt-u t In. 169. 181).
remuneration. 307.

It,\ll
cirreice

111(1 11l(:A I 11)5 -71.
R1( Il'RO( Al. Pl.R1i)RI1ANC} -

4(1-13-1.
Rl'C0Rl)N'PLCOURT- 'I.
RI I 't NI) -

of benefit. 163. 171.
R1l. VAS I UI'-

one joint promisor, 13.
REMISSION 1)1-

periormance. 101.
RlS('lSSl0N--

1LrccnlLnt 10 rescind. effect of. 155.
an i icipa i or breach gi in,, proimsee right to

rescind. 17.
dcci It11 to resciridl. 164.
loss ot right it). 67.
Of votd;ihc coihtruci 63, 16-I.
parts'	 itchi fully	 rescitlLlItlg	 ciiiit led	 u i

l P'' 1501 ii 01. 208.
RI'S lilt ''I ION Of

adantae.0 or hcncl'iI . 104. 171.
RI'S I RAIN'F 01' I LGAI_ PROCIEI)-

IN(iS -

Im
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(N1)EX0

cli ccl
'!	 Cxcepilocis. 99.

RI SI Rthn OF MARRIAGE -95.
RfSLi,\I NT OF 1RAD1

effect, 96.
except ions. 97, W.

right to. 260,261. 304.
RI VOCAT10N-.---

notice of, 25.
of Cc pI.anCe., 22.
iii	 Clfls aulhorii'. 59.
of offer, 20,21.

RJW,\RI) --
con! r;çt a'. to. 25.
riuht it). 25. 28.

RJU]iiI{) SUE-.-
sovereign sLaic as pi incipal. 319.

SEA CARRIL R - 247.
SEA!.- 169. 170.
SHIP M Asil - 279.
SKIll --.	 -

of agent. 259.
of PrIncIl)d. 312.
want nt 295. 312.

SOLICIIOR-
cihri i j '4. ?7$
lien of, 255.

.SOVLRI.1(IN SlAll. -.319.
SlI:It1: lf ]-1 T)ij4,\Nç : - o-. 71.
SPE(;ul,vllvE 'I'RAN-SA('l!()N

Wager
STIFLINC; PROSE(:(l]JQN -

agreement 01, 83.
STRIKE-.- ISO
SUB-AGENT - sec Principal and '\uent
SUBRG0A1j()-N

'fEJI M\NI)l 'i'RANSA( I ION - 106.
TEI.E(iR,\M - 20.
'I'EL)PI ION Ii - 21.
11'" 1.EX -21.
TINDER - 121.
TERMS IMPliED - 97, 103.
THIRD PARTY - 8,9,321.
TIME-

failure to perform in, 145.
for periomance olcontracts. 13$.
limitation 01, to enforce contractual rights.

100,
perforniancein reasonable time , 145.
when not of essence of contract. 14(1.

TRADiNG Will I ENEMY - 82.

TRUST- 10.

I3I3ERRIMAI' FiDI-1 - 62
UNCERTAINTY- .

of agreement. 44, 102
of terms. 44. 102.

UNI)U L INIl .( JENCI. -
burden 01 pruo, 55.
defined. 49.
effect on agreement, (iS.
equitable doctrine, 50.
option 1(1 affirm or avoid ncc made is nnal.

65-69,
ardanashin voni;tn. 56.

parcnt-chmkt, 52.	 .,
solicitor, gill to, 52.
spiritual adviser. 52.
trustee, gilt to. 52.
UL)CUflsCjoflahte baigains. 56

UN LAW FUl. AGREEMEN1S. - 7'U
UNSOUNDNESS OF MINI) -43.
USAGE 01: TRADE -3, 281. 296.
USAGE OR CUSTOM -3.,

VARIATION OF CONI'RACJ - 157
VOl t)Allj CON] 'RACT -

and void, distifluishd. 14.
at option, 144.
consequencc ot rescission 61 vo ictihic

contract. 1c54.
effect on part y to agreement. 3.
mistake 01 fact.,- contract not 	 mdahtc. 23.

VOl 1)ABI . 1: CONTRA(.F -
pawt)or in posscssioit of pledged oods

under a v flmiahlc coil tract ni t i'cctiide,,
the imic of 1)1e15C, 267:

when. 14.
where party's c&)iisCnt procured ny

nhisrenrcentai ion tW by silence
M ll ountil'L to fraud when means of
discoverin g truth. with ordinar y dilience
existed, 65.

WAGER -
brokers commission on. 108.
eollateral agreement, 108.
defined, 104.
deposit paid in rcspçct.of. 108. 110, III.
difffercnces, cases on gambling in, 106. 108.
wagcringcont ract, aard on, void. J II
wagering policy, 110.

WAIVER -
of performance, 142
of right iorcscin.l. 128.


